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As we enter the era of accountability in (..idueation, it is apparent. tliJf oommonity colleges
are going to need the best possible manageivnt tools. 13e(ause of conc-clo.kt-y.the pubhe
students ;11,001 educational quality, .iincertain enrollments, the demands for increasing and

diversified types of services. and .1, +teJil,e Or the illtellse

Ior operating. funds. co St

cflective,and educationally effective operation is essential. This volt*e
attempt by the
authors to present both a theoretical frainewZilk .,pd practical case examples about a new and
controversial community college management techniquk. ,rnanagente.iVy l'Slbjectirise4

,.

111111 recently, the iise of
community college educators.

the term

C`..'11

management

1t anagement'. vvbs tinaceeptable to malty'
the judieious use of inc'ans to accomplish an

is an inclespensible task for trustees, administrators and faculty- alike. the authors have

end

purposely .chosen to use the term l'inanagenient." which includes the' tasks of planning,
orgimizing. communicating, motivating, .111(1 evaluating. rather than many of the euphemisms.
which Itaye been used in the past. The time is upon us to recognize that inanag.einent does occur

in community colleges and manageinent as preeisi:ly vsliat the authors lee' it shouii he called.
However. management (hies mil mean manipulation or authoritarian rule. 1 he approaches to
management advocated in this volume require (Atensive participation, sharing, anel responsibility
by all those involve(' in i:oiniminity college eclucation.

1 he book contains a unique ,..(imbinition of both theory and practice, mull discussion
management theory to the
ranging from business management thciiry through
location of management by objectives ulltlin 111,11 theory, 1 he full range of techniques foris e\aininekt
developing institutional objectives within the process Of management by ol
T.wo institutional eamples, one from a large, inultieampus community college district, and one
from a small rural campus are pre Nemec..
t
Idescribing how these colleges have attempted to .issess
1

needs, Icyckip bbkt.tivo,, and evaluate and revise programs using quite ditterent management by
.otnectives techniques. Several popular approaches to community college needs assessment arc`

seriously wanting in spite of their theoretical appeal. New theoretical contributions.
including a thorough discussion of currently immeasurable objectives, reducible and irreducible.
constraints. the advantages and disadvantages of management by objectives application in
education, and the use of the educational audit as an accouroabilit7 technique are ineluded: The
book also examines the problem of tying academie and fiscal planning through management by
-object ives.

The objectives of the book are as follows:
1.

Co present a theoretical framework for Management by objectives in community

colleges.

2.

To present information about alternative methods for conducting needs assessment and
implementing management by objectives.

3.

To present a framework for integrating aclidentic and fiscal planning through the
management by objectives program.

4.

To describe the advantages and the disadvantages of using management by objectives in

community colleges.
S.

To advocate mamigement by objectives, not simply as a management device, but more

importantly as a comprehensive leeltnique for improving the quality of education that
students receive.

The book is organised as follows:

CHAPTER I

The Discipline of Management and the Community College Context

Chapter 1 reviews sonic of the major problems confronting community' college management
and sets forth two proposed prerequisites for more effective community- college management.
The evolution of management thk.:ory is ri ewcd and new management techniques are discussed.
The chapter also presents a research description of the community college context in which the
management process occurs, and discusses the importance of developing a management plan to
peel the unique needs of that context.

CHAPTER lI

Management by Objectives

A Theoretical Framework

Chapter II sets forth a' definition of management by objectives and discusses the basic
underlying theory of management by objectives. A step-by-step outline of the management by
objectives pr9cess is a major part of the chapter. The chapter also discusses the advantages of

management by objectives to community colleges as institutions, and the advantages of
lb management by objectives for constituencies with which community colleges are involved,
including the public, trustees, faculty, administrators, and students. A discussion of problems and
dak3:rs for readers to consider in implementing, the management by objectives process is the
focus of the final section of Chapter II.

CHAPTER ill

The Measurable Institutional Objectives Approach at Mt. San Jacinto Cofte

Chapter Ill describes how a small rural community college has implemented its own unique
approach to management by objectives. The chapter discusses the development of the college

ri

5

educational program including the planning. organitation, implementation, and evaluation 01
Itultagettic111 6y objectives. Information is also presented on the issues of dealing with
ittmteasurable institutional objectives, Cie problems of eunst taints and constraint reditetion, and
the educational audit as an effective accountability technique.

Chapter IV - The Participative Manyenient by Objectives Approach at the Coast Communit%
College District
This chapter discusses the functions of management in a 111.1111alliSlit: context. including
participative planning. participative programming, participative budgeting, :nal participative
e%.aluation. Alternative approaches to condueting needs assessment are discussed, and the process

involved in implementing this humanistic approach to management by objectivt;s at the ['oast
Community College 1)istrict is presented,

CIIAPTLR V

1la1ts1einent b> Objectkes anti

Planning

In this chapter, %;irious aspects of management by objectives are related to tiscal planning. A

variation on the normal costbenefit analysis is suggested for purposes of explieitly treating t1i
qualitative as %%ell as the quantitative objectives of the college, his amity tical frarnosork
on %%elldeveloped objectives for constructing preference orderings of alternative programs and
resource mixes. Objectives dealing with access and quality
Q01111\0-61 directly to COsIN of
alternative college programs. A. basis for comprehensive institutional planning is developed in
which .ietidemic and fiscal planning and programming are conducted simultaneously and
community- college managers are provided vith explicit information i
%%Inch to base
',111.2

decisioits.

CHAPTER VI

The summary chapter discusses the major issues raised throughout the book and concludes

.

,

%

Summary

with the advocacy of management by objectives as an alternative to current management
practices, and more importantly as an effective educational technique rather than mere') a
process to he superimposed on the educational program.
,
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CHAPTER I

THE DISCIPLINE OF MANAGEMENT AND VIE CONTEXT OF EDUCATION

A 1972 Ilarris Poll assessing public confidence in American education found that only

33 per cent of the American public has a great deal of confidence in American
education
In California, voters approved only one of five school bond elections in twelve-montli
period during 1971-72. and voters approved only about half of 190 school operating
tax elections during the same period

A Gallup Poll in 1970 resealed that SO per cent of the people want some better form
of accountability for the 20 cents of every tax dollar which is being spent on education
In New York State, a bill has been introduced to create the "State Office of Education
Petrofina nee Review" to Oversee spending in the State Education lkpartment
Increasingly, in both the general news media and the specialized publications of the

educational world, the optimism and support which helped provide the tremendous growth and
development of educational institutions in the 1960's is being replaced with a growing clamor of
doubt, cynicism, and sometimes outright hostility. Clearly, the 1970's are the era of
accountability, efficiency and emphasis on results for the dollars spent on education.

New social needs such as ensironmental pollution control and urban renewal. a declining
rate of growth in college attendance, a growing taxpayer resistance to providing additional dollar
resources, and student expressions of dissatisfaction with the results of their college experience
have all combined to change the public support for education as a top priority. As the report of
the assembly of the American Association of Community all Junior Colleges recently stated:
"The time has passed when education has viewed as a magic panacea for problems (Chronicle of
Higher Education, December 11, 1972, Pi'. 4i ."
-The community colleges. because they are most clearly the "people's colleges," must take
steps to meet the challenges of scarce resources, public deilLinds for dollar cost effectiveness. and
student demands for more effective educational results. Ore technique currently being suggested
by a number of authors (Lahti 1971, Johnson and Grafsky 1973. Hitt 19731 to help meet some
of the problems presented by the public and student demands for more effective accountability
and results for dollars invested in community college education is the management by objectives

approach to eonmoinity college management. An increasing number of management theorists
view management by objectives as a systematic and comprehensive nrmag.mcnt technique which
helps insure the performance and assessment of the major functions of management p1a sting,

tl

)

organizing, communicating, motivating, and evaluating.

The community college educational world is currently involved in a major debate over
management by objectives. To some, management by objectives provides the promise of a
management technique and a planning tool that will allow for measurement of the relative
success of educational programs. To others. management by objectives rakes frays of an emphasis
on the trivial, of a bureaucratic paper shuffling nightmare. or of systems analysts choking all of
the intellectual vigor and academic freedom from the colleges.
it is the purpose of this volume to review the process. progress, and problems of
management by objectives as management technique to help deal with the litany problems that

confront community. college educators in the 1970's. Let us begin the discussion of management
by Objectives with a review of some of the current problems Of education which must be solved if
colleges are to maintain :1n adequate level of public and fiscal support.
Sonic Majoil'rliblems in Education
A review of, tbidjteratareef education. Lind a review of the themes of the major news media
sources outside the eilkational world uncovers a number of general problems which educators
must solve in the I 970's. The attention that these problenis has received presents great challenges
not only in solving the probleins. but also in convincing time legislators. the public, and students
-that progress has been made.

A firsEscrious problem is the problem-of student and public dissatisfaction with the results
of educat ion.'14iisis a problem which eon frontS-educa tion at all levels. There are an estimated 25

million students-in this country who are functionally illiterate, there is a 70 per cent dropout rate

in the poverty-stricken urban areas: and one-third of time, high school graduates taking a
fifth-grade level Armed forces qualifying CV1111 fail it (Nordh, 1971. Pg. 31. Nearly 2.5 indium
students leave the formal edo..ation system in America each year i5 1010W adequate preparation
for a career. In 1970-71, there were 850.000 elementary and secondary school dropouts: 750,000
ertral curriculum high school graduates who did pot attend college; and 850.000 high school
students who entered college in 1967 but did not complete the baccalaureate or an occupational
program ILLS. Office of
I'171. l'g, 11\,N11 of these problems have occurred despite the

fact that more money than cvei an estimated 65 billion dollars. is being spent annually on
education.

A second serious problem facing cdtkanon is contusion and

over goals and
objectives. A recent publication of the :,...iklemy for liducat.onal Development summarized the
problem by stating: "Wim business managers look at higher education. their first impression is
-one- of confused objectives. Everyone is fannhar with the usual trio of purposes: instruction,
research.- and public service. The problem is that these broad goals generally lack operational
O
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meaning,(1972, Pg. .3)./O There frequently appears to he both confusion about the operational
measures of broad goals and objectives. and some reluctanc to have programs assessed in terms

of accomplishments, costs, ;nut cost/benefit relationship for the public dollar invested. The.
,,.'.development of clear institutional goals and objectives. inid the translation of those goals and
objectives into programs which are systematically caluated must become a major imperative of
community college 'education in the 1970's. As 01 lannion has written: The «mummify junior

college, mat' he beginning a journey tomird total institutional involvement in the evaluation of
student learning. Ity I9M), that journey may have progressed to the point where administrators.
!indent St 111T personnel, and instructors who are unjamiliarwith the Pon:anon and evaluation
of objectives mar be left behind (1972, Pg. 69)."
A third problem confronting educators is the frequent inability of colleges to articulate to
the public both the reasons for needs and the outcomes of increased investment in educational
programs. Higher education lost much public favor in the negative publicity given to student
demonstrations, riots. and protests in the mid and late 1960's. Today, many colleges still have
not often mounted aggressive public information campaigns to articulate to the public the
benefits and the positive aspects of the college experience. As Johnson has written: 'The public

needs to be assured that the dollars tope provide tiro' being effectively utill:ed and that a serious
effort is being made to accomplish agreed -upon objectives in a more cost effective manner. In
,t sass

order to continue to receive adequate' financia: .support, a means of demon.ctrating aCCOUIllabifity
Is essential (1973, Pg. 11." There is much comment among spokesmen for higher education about
needs and problems. For example, we hear that there is a need for more career education. or
there is a need for more baccalaureate education in the arts and sciences, or a need for more
educational television. These kinds of statements are widely reported through the media. but
they are seldom accompanied by specific useable information' about the manner of determining
the existence of this particular need. the extent of the scope of the need, or the cost of meeting
the need. Unless community colleges can better articulate to the public the reasons behind the
needs. and the outcomes to be gained for additional dollars invested, it will he increasingly
difficult to maintain financial support in the decades ahead.

A fourth major problem involves the forces of vested interests in the educational
community itself. The history and tradition of education and academic freedom make the very
term management anathema to many faculty ;Ind students. Yet. without some overriding
institutional purposes, without a coherent philosophy ;Ind a set of institutional goals and
objectives, colleges can.beeome fragmented battlegrounds for various vested interests both within
and outside of the academie community (Clark, 1963 and Nloony,19031. The end result can be a
situation where positive leadership and coherent institutional purposes are impossible. The only
the power of veto. As many students and faculty
power for change may be negative power
have pointed out, the college experience must be more than the sum of its parts not just a
collection of unrelated events. Some more effective devices for clarifying institutional purposes

and for unifying educational effort must be found.
A fifth major problem involves the relative scarcity of public funding. The above-mentioned
campus disturbances of the late 1960's. generally more conservative attitudes toward the role of
the public sector, and the emerging concern for problems such as environmental preservation,
Urban renewal, or tax reform all make it relatively more difficult for community collegea to
obtain public funding. In most states, local college support is accoMpanied by qnifictint
state-level funding. The withdrawal of funding by one governmental level does not automatically

assure greater participation by the other level. Consequently, colleges find themselves in a
financial "squeeze" due to funding techniques and competition. Where college enrollment gAwth
has declined, funding problems may appear which occur in slow or zero growth sit tia
Costs'

per student may grow disproportionately due in part to aging resources and the inability to
capitalize on increasing economies of scale. Clearly. the 1070's will be a time of increased
competition for scarce resources.

Thus, we appear to he at a crucial point in educational history. Much of what has developed
in educational management practice is the result of crises, accident, and chance .rathcr than
careful planning. The problems of the 1970's demand that more effective management tools be
implemented to help clarify and unify purposes, to help plan and implement needed changes, to
help evaluate the results of educational programs, and to more effectively utilize scarce resources.
-In the fall of 1972. nearly 2.625,000 students were attending over 1,100 community colleges in
America. This is four times the number of community college students as in 1960, and nearly
double the number of colleges. According to the predictions of the Carnegie Commission for

higher Education, the United States will need to establish between 230. and 280 more
community colleges if university branches -and specialized two-year institutions do not develop
more comprehensive programs (1970, Pg, 1). To justify this kind of expansion,- commuMty
...colleges must better articulate what it is they do, how they do it, and what benefits result from

their efforts. The process of justification and accountability offers both opportunities and
problems. how community colleges deal with these opportunities and problems May have
profound implications for the future quality of community college education.

The opportunities from increased accountability, for community colleges, include the
opportunity for improved relationships with the community through specification of objectives

in more precise terms, the effective use of scarce educational resources, the elimination of
duplication and overlap where it exists, the possibility of planned innovation and evaluation of
innovation to see which programs do. indeed, make a difference, and the more effective
evaluation of educational outcomes as a basis for change. The discovery of new needs and the
.r.etenticin and defense of existing programs will also be increasingly possible with increased
accountability.

The dangers of the accountability movement can result from overzealous involvement of

5

politicians and people front the community who become involved in emotional issues, from all
emphasis on the trivial and quantitative as opposed to the qualitative, and from the belief by
some that the practices and policies of management that have proved successful in the world of
business can easily and effectively be impOsed On the context of education with the same results.
While much effective management theory and practice has developed in the business vrorld, there
must be a recognition of- the special character and context of the community college, and the

differences between business and education in goals. values, authority relationships, and the
general environment in which the management process must occur. It is a primary thesis of this
volume that effective management in community colleges is facilitated by knowledge about two
minimum prerequisites: ( I) an -understanding of the discipline of management, and (2) an
tmderstanding of the community college context in which the management process must occur.
The remainder of this chapter will be devoted to the discussion of these prerequisites to effective
-community college management. 'fhe specific topic of management by objectives will be
-discussed in Chapter 11.

The Disciii!lineof_Management

An hAportant prerequisite for effective community college management is a recognition that

there is a discipline of management with a set of skills and professional duties which can he
studied and learned. An understanding of the discipline of management should entail the study of
the major functions of management, the human- dimensions of management, and the

Modifications in management practice imposed by differing contexts where the manageMent
process occurs. For our purposes in this volume, management is defined as the judicious use of

'

means to accomplish an end. The management process includes the tasks of planning, organizing,
communicating. motivating, and evaluating. As basic as these tasks appear, the use of even the
-- term management may cause probleMs in an educational community. There has often been a

-reluctance by many in education to recognise that a discipline of management exists. Yet,
without a discipline of management, we are left, as Drucker writes: 'Without the ability to male
valid general statements. and cannot, therefore. predict the outcomes of actions or decisions, and
can judge them may by hindsight and by their results when it is too late to do anything (1958,
..Pg. 82)."

Too frequently, educators approach managerial positions with little or no preparation for
the task at hand. The skills that a man possesses as a scholarly historian. may have only a
peripheral relationship to the work demands of his new task as a college president. Training and

preparation in the discipline of management, in addition to mastery of an academic spechitty,
would help better prepare more effective educational managers.

While it is obvious to the historian that nearly every huMan endeavor involves some form of
Management. the manner in which management has been performed has really only been a topic
of serious study in the twentieth century. The study of educational management is even toss well
developed, and much management theory in education has been the product of only the recent-

15
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two deeades. From the Limb. studies of Frederick Taylor to the modern mathematicians who see
management primarily tis an exercise in logical relationships. the study of management has been
tin evolutionary process.

The increased complexity of human life and the conk:on-nom tel
for greater managerial
expertise has lead to the development of a number of theories of management. Koontz (19611,

Litchfield (IWO. March and Simon (19581. Barnard (19581, and Dale (-1953, have all been
major contributors to the development of management theory. In order to facilitate an
understanding of the theory undeilying management by objectives. it is important to review
briefly the evolution of the discipline of management before dealing with the specifics of
management by objectives theory in Chapter II. The following discussion of the evolution of
nOnagenient theory' must be qualified. The complexity of the management theories presented
cannot be tidequtitely .discussed in an introductory chapter. The reticler is urged to pursue the
recommended references for in-depth presentations of divergent viewpoints which are only
briefly' reviewed here. The authors also acknowledge the difficulty of presenting an overview of
management theory.- Not all readers will agree with the selection of theories presented, nor with
the selection of highlights from those theories that are selected. This. perhaps, only emphasizes
the Confusion and ambiguity that has marked the evolution of management theory.

4

Management- study should begin with an appreciation of the-early work of men such as
Fayol, the universalist, and Taylor. the empiricist, who sought to draw useable management
principles from the study of the management process and its component functions. The work of
these early practitioners provided a foundation for the science of Management, including the case
study approach still in use today in graduate schools across the country. Unfortunately, many of

these early studies attempted to develop universal principles which tended to overlook
differences in the contexts in which the management process occurs, and differences in the
managerial requirements of varying levels of management within the same context, Other
criticisms of this early work ( booed, 196I 1 lie in the tendency f overlook the contributions to
management theory from other disciplines, and in the danger of rely ing excessively on historical
NTIOriliaue as a guide to future behavior.

A second major building block in management theory is the human behasior school of '
management which focuses on the study of getting things done through people. The human
behavior school places a heavy emphasis oil interpersonal relationships and social science
-research. Much of the literature on motivation in management is a resillt of the work of haman
behavior school theorists. Within the human behavior school itself. there are great variations in
theory, The range of theory, extends from those who see the human behavior school as a tool to ,
,

help the manager perforni,,a larger job, to those who see the psychological behavior of individuals

as encompassing the entire discipline of management. While the human behavior school is an
important part and contribution to niani.gement theory, it is not sufficient by itself to serve as a
framework for a total management process.

A

A third approach to management theory is the social systems school of management, closely

identified with the work of Barnard (1938) March, and Simon (1938). This approach to
management is heavily sociological in both method and content. Onc of the chief theomwal
tasks of this school of thought is to identify the nature of the cultural relationships of varidus
social groups and attempt to show these as a related and integrated system. this school has made

numerous contributions to management theory, including the recognition of organisation as a
social unit subject to all the pressures and conflicts of the environment. a focus on awareness of
the institutional foundations of organizational authority, the nature And influence of informal
organisation, and the influence of social factors in tlw management process 11:oonti, 1961),
A final general aporoach to management theory has been 11w work of the systems analv sus,i
the economists, and the mathematicians, sometimes termed, the scientific school of m;magement.

The emphasis- in this theoretical orientation Is on concepts such as economic models, marginal
utility, communication networks, and ,rnathematical models for decision making. Unfortunately;the jargon, the complexity and cumbersomeness of many of these approaches 10 management has
-caused many managers to ignore these approaches
in many cases, theory devoid of practical
value,

...The differing schools of management thought all tend to suffer from a common weakness.
While each school deals with special aspects of management, such as human relations, or efficient

organization, no individual school presents a satisfactory total framework and Methodology for
the management process. In essence, the parts do not always odd up to a coherent whole in a
single school of management.

Given- the pressing demands of the public for accountability and cost effectiveness On one
side, and the equally great demands from many students and faculty for more reles it education
on the other side, new theories of educational management must lake into account both the
humanness and desire for participation by faculty and students. and the equally vital
accountability demands of the general public and legislative bodies. To reconcile the participative
movement in decision making, which developed in the 1960's with the accountability movement
Of the 1970's, will be one of the great challenges to community college management in the next
few years. This reconciliation will not be an easy task. As a recent report stated: "The history of
education, the nature of the authority system. and the special context of education may make
school systems ideally resistant to change (Operat'on P.E,R, 1968)."
Education Management vs. Business Management

The Importance of the Context

Even if the discipline of management is mastered, an important part of the effectiveness of
management is an appreciation of the context in which the management process inns( occur.
Corson (1960) defined a context is "Formed by the function or purposes, the Nirticipants, the
resources. the structure, i.e., the parts (schools, colleges, and departments), and the external

groups that create, influence, or support the institution," Differing kinds of contexts will require
modifications of the management process. The context of education is vastly different from the

world of business where much theory and management practice developed. 11w special
characteristics of the community college often make the manner in which a community college
president achieves objectives much different from the way in which an executive in business or
government might proceed.
The effective, education manager should understand the discipline and theory of
management. and ,should study the inkiness world for important insights into effective

management

practices.

However. the application of management theory to the world of

education must take cognizance of the speciat context of education, an more specifically, the
special context of the community college. Business management practices cannot he imposed on
an academic community. The products of the two contexts are different. The product of the
business context is tangible and can usually be stated in specific terms of return on investment
and valued by price for which it sells on the market. The product of the educational context is
less tangible and more diverse, that is. there are multi-products to be achieved. In the business
over raw materials. input, quality
world there is great control over the production process
control and uniformity of final product. In education, the raw materials, the students. come to
the institution with great diversity in background, ability, and readiness for college (Trent and
Nledsker 1967), (McConnell and Heist 1960. The tradition of academic freedom and the nature
of education make faculty less subject to control than their production level counterparts in the
business world. and the special interests. background, and training of a diverse faculty make
uniform control impossible (even if it were desirable
which it most emphatically is not) in an

academic community. Clearly, a large part of the life of an academic community lies in the
diversity of viewpoints and approaches and in the intellectual tension generated through
diversity.
with the business organization generally governed by
The nature of authority also differs
a bureaucratic hierarchy, and the educational organization geared more toward a combination of
the collegial and bureaucratic-participative kinds of authority. Finally, the most importantly. the
two kinds of social institutions exist for different purposes. As a recent report stated: "Business

exists to provide primarily the material benefits desired by society. the goods and services
necessary and useful to citizens in order to meet Moir needs and pleasures in shelter, food,
clothing, recreation. and other items. Business operates in a market place, and must obtain
revenues in excess of costs in order to survive. Higher education exists to provide primarily the
intellectual and cultural belief-its desired by society, the heritage of knowledge. values, and

creative artistic expression conserved from the past and projeCted into the future. Higher
education operatei In the context of social expectations, with income provided both by
individual consumers and by the social instruments of philanthropy and government., Because the

goals of the two institutions are different, because the objectives are different. and because the
financing is different, the methods of management must also reflect these differences(Aeademy
for Educational Development, 1972. Pg. I).

The Community College Context

An understanding of the specific community college context is a second prerequisite for
effective community college management, for it is the special nature of this context which forces
modification of business management theory. Community colleges are a uniquely American

invention. The community colleges differ not only from the world of business, but also from
other educational institutions engaged in higher education. The following research description of

community colleges in America is intended as general orientation material about the community
to
the history, the objectives, the values and the special needs, interests, and abilities of all who
must function together in the community college. As Corson writes: "Administrative practice

-college context: The effective educational manager must be sensitive to this unique context

and procedure mast be designed in jell recognition of the context. Administrative absurdity
Increases directly with the square of the distance between context and process."
Any discussion of the community college context must begin with a brief overview of the

historical and philosophical basis of the community junior college movement in America.
Thornton (1%01 describes the community college evolution in three major stages. Between 1850
and 1920 the idea and the actual implementation of the community college developed, While
,

there is disagreement over where and when the first junior college began, (private junior colleges
are reported as early as 1852), at the beginning of the twentieth century there were nn public

two-year junior colleges in existence. Yet. the idea behind the junior college had been under
discussion by men such as Henry Tappan, William Rainey Harper, and David Star Jordan. it was
William Rainey Harper who divided the University of Chicago into junior and senior colleges in
the late 1890's, and Harper is also credited with playing a leading role in the establishment of the
first public junior colleges in Illinois. A second stage in the historical development of the
community college is what O'Bannion has termed the rise of "terminal" education which
occurred between World War 1 and World War II. While it was university leaders who provided the

initial impetus for the idea of the junior college, it was a group of secondary educators, such as
Koos and Eells and Campbell, who took the leadership in the 1920's and 1930's, in refining the
junior college idea (O'Bannion, 1972, Pg. 5). While early proponents of the junior college idea
saw transfer education as the primary purpose, these new leaders accepted the important role of
the proper preparation for the junior college student emerging into the
terminal education
world of work and the role of the citizen. Terminal education began to take on a dual role on
' the one hand vocational preparation of students for semiprofessional positions, and on the other

hand terminal education for citizens to obtain the training to help make a better class of
citizenry in America. By 1 921, there were 70 public and 137 private junior colleges in America;
and by 1940, public junior colleges increased In number to 258; and private junior colleges
numbered 317 (although private colleges enrolled less than 1/3 of the students) (Las. 1940).

0

After 1940, there were two major thrusts in community college development. ffioraton
(1960) identifies one as the development of adult education and community service programs

:10

whieh developed during war himi and continued to become major communqy college rautions.
shi%-utsminion (1.9721 iklentifies the other major thrust as the search d'or .general education
which took place between the end of World War 11 and the sputnik era. General education
became a main theme of this era nriglrily because of the famous llarvard report. and because a
major effort toward defining and developing a general education was sponsored by the Carnegie
Foundation for the advancement of teachii44. A continued theme between 1945 and the sputnik
MI was growth. By. 1955, nearly 700.000 'students attended 581 public and private two-year
eolleges (I lillway, 19581, and by 1957: over 400.000 students were enrolled in special or adult

.

classes. A final stage of development identified by 011annion 972y is the commitment to
comprehensiveness which is the primary theme of the. community college today. The close
community relationship part of community co
s had been a theme for decades. bitt after
1960, inure and more COlitIklity
MI
junior college
ers began to emphasize a variety or programs

kt
1

to .meet all sorts of needs including vocatiomil education. general education, adult education,
remedial education, career education, community service programs. and Alicia nee I:or cOnhounity

".

college students. While many of these functions had been ongoing, sincejthe early' iLiys of the
community college, they were never before so. consistently and thorougli,lyjneshed into a-single
concept as with the development of the comprehensive community college. In summing up the
development of the coninumity college concept. Medsker (1960) has described the l'ormnunity
,..college as a result of the social and economic forces which created it inclielly the following:-(1)
a belief that educational opportunity bey-oild the high school must be equalized: (2) a need to
develop the talents of our students as resources: (3) the need to help provide, social mobility: (4)
Atthe need for an opportunity college which is low cost, easy admission. with the predominance of
students probably from the working class: and (5) time ileCd for adult education,
The product of the historical development of the community college is a uniquely American
-educational institution. Its major characteristics include its democracy
through its low cost,
accessibility. and minimal admissions standards; its comprehensiveness in the range of programs
offered and the variety of services performed: its high regard tOr the student through its emphasis

on quality teaching as the primary function: and its unique commuMiy position as a local
institution serving the local community.

were

in characterizing community junior college s Mi tionally, in 1972. oV''
41$1,00.00Q studenk
attending community junior colleies in the United Slates. Two haum, IkOthc community

::coiicitc have been growth and diversity, Community junior colleges increased in number (roil? a
..0

-few scattered colleges in 1900 to 258 in 1940. By 1955, there were 581 bblic and private
tWo-year,colleges, and today there are over 1,100 community colleges in Anti

Thus, a number of authors writing about the development of the community junior college
tend to agree On the development orits historical stages, the rise of its philosophy, its purposes,
and its functions. An understandin l. this background conteZt is an important prerequisite for
managerial effectiveness in the community junior college setting,
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College Constituencies

A second necessary area of understanding in addition to the historical and philosophical
is the appreciation of the differing collei,:e

development of the community junior college

constituencies and the eharaeteristicsof those within the constibieneies. Of course, 1.'ddi college is
unique. Our purpose here is to present a brier research overview to give the reader a feel !Or sonic

general research findings about community college students and staff. II is for and through these
'constituencies that the management process will succeed or fail. An understanding of the hopes,

needs, abilities, and ideas of constituencies on the local campus must be a top priority fur the
effective educational manager.

Students in community colleges have been the subject of a number of !Audit's, Nledsker
(1960), Cross (1968), Trent and NIedsker 1967). and Medsker and Tillery 11971). General
findings tend to be stated as follows: in terms of socioeconomic background. studies lied that
while there is great diversity among students in community colleges, and while there is mach
overlap. with senior institutions. larger percentages of students in community colleges conic from

family backgrounds of lower educational and socioeconomic status. In terms of skill levels on
tests of academic aptitude and ability, researchers generally agree that community college
students compared to their counterparts in four-year colleges and universities -score lower on
current measures of academic ability. however, a number of researchers suggest caution
interpreting the scores. On all variables, there is great overlap in student characteristics between
woyear and four-year institutions, also, as Cross write:: "Pre.sent tests arc' on the whole eflcctirl
measures of success in the traditional curriculum and it comes as nu surprise that the student

oriented toward traditional education scores higher on the tests oriented in the UMW direction.
Very little is known about the matter of special abilities and aptitUdes of the junior college
student new to the ranks of higher education (Cross. 1968)." Again, as with socioeconomic level.
iithe average score tends to conceal a wide range of abilities and significant overlap w ith the senior: institutions.
In terms of personality characteristics, in general, junior college students tend to be more
conventional, less independent, less attracted to reflective thought, and less tolerant than their

peers in four-year institutions. However, a major qualifier to this analysis is pointed out by
s
O'Hannion (1972) when he writes that these data are based mostly upon data for regular
daY-time students, thus, neglecting the considerable student population over 22 years of ages and.

Perhaps, enrolled in either a part-time basis or,in adult programs. Findings from Project Scope
(1969) suggest that many junior college youths are unsure of abilities, ComPared to students in
four-year colleges, community college students have only modest success in high school. less than
satisfying guidance experiences and continuing doubts about their ability fu do college work.
Junior college students also tend to have lower educational and occupational aspirations
than student ,in four-year colleges, and they report eagerness for guidance and counseling help.
In terms of goals, junior college students are likely to be attracted to the college for practical

;-
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reasons such as closeness to home, low cost and job training. As Cross (1968, Pg. 50) writes:
''They do not seek an intellectual atmosphere nor do they find it."

A variety of factors relate to possible differences in motivation between students in twoand four-year colleges. Studies by As lin (19(7) show that junior college freshmen are less
confident than four-year college and university freshmen on academic, leadership. mathematieal,
and writing ability traits as well as on drive to achieve and intellectual self-confidence.

Thus, while there is great diversity in student background and ability, a large number of
community college students need special help. Many of them are older students with family
obligations, a large percentage of them nerd special or remedial help with their education, and
special counseling to meet the challenges of the college experience or the open door becomes
Merely another door to failure in our education network.
Faculty in community colleges have also been described in a number of studies. Medsker
and Tillery (1971), in a representative study of 57 community colleges throughout the county;"
reported that their findings tended to confirm findings from a number of previous studies. The
findings included;

In-terms of age, the vast majority of faculty arc in the 31 to 50 year-old range, with
less than 18 per cent under 30 and only 23 per cent over 50.

Approximately 78 per cent of the sample held masters degrees, 9 per cent held
doctorates, 10 per cent held bachelor's degrees, and 3 per cent had less education than
a bachelor's degree.

Faculty came to the community college from a number of backgrounds. About 33 per
cent of the faculty surveyed came from the public high school system, about 22 per
cent came from graduate school, about 10 per cent came from business.or industry,
and about 11 per cent came from four-year institutions.

A number of research studies, Medsker (1960), Leslie (1971), Bushnell (1973) tend to
confirm the observation that a significant number of faculty members identify more closely with
the faculties of four-year institutions than they do with their own faculty. Eaculty goal
ambivalence can be a significant barrier to the fulfillment of the goals of the communitylkollege.

Areas of faculty goal ambivalence concern include the educational standards, the open-door
concept, and the community college philosophy of comprehensiveness in education, Other major
community college faculty concerns include the issues of collective bargaining, staff development
both pre-service and in-service

changes in tenure procedures, and the implications of the

"accountability movement" for the evaluation of teaching and educational effectiveness.
Obviously, faculty needs, interests and problems will play a significant role in moulding the
educational context in which the management process must occur. An understanding of those

20
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needs, interests and problems is an important part of the minagement process.

In researching trustee characteristics. the authors found that governing boards of colleges
and universities derive their authority from the law, and legally, the full and final control for an
these (in ionqugices. it is remarkable'
institution ties with the board. As Hartnett writes?

.at so little is known about who trustees are, what they do in their roles as Mblecl, wit ',how
they fret about current issues in A merlon higher education 119690
Aside from some regional studies, the empirical research on trustees is quite limited. Studies
by Beck (1970), Perkins (1966), Rauth (19701 and Hartnett (1969) appear to constitute much of
the empirical literature on trustees. Unlike the student segment, the community college trustee is
more homogeneous in 'terms of general descriptions, although this stereotype is changing,
Hartnett (1969) found that, in general. community college trustees could be described as

follows:
85 per cent of the public two-year college trustees were male, 14 per cent were female.

12 per cent of the public two-year college trustees were 39 or under, 62 per cent were
between 40 and 59, and 26 per cent were 60 or over.

95 per cent of the trustees were caucasion, 2 per cent were negro. In terms of
education, 7 per cent of the sample had a high school degree or less education than a
high school degree, 59 per cent had at least some college, including 26 per cent with a
bachelor's degree and 10 per cent with some graduate school, and 31 per cent had
either a master's degree, a three-year professional degree, or a doctorate,

The sample was largely protestant (77 per cent) and high income (70 per cent of the
sample reported incomes over 515,000 per year).
A substantial portion of the sample were new trustees

46 per cent reported less than

three years membership on the board.

In terms of attitudes about education. 68 per cent of the sample viewed education as a

privilege rather than a right, 61 per cent agreed or strongly agreed with the statement
that there should be no collective bargaining with faculty, 65 per cent supported the
right of faculty to express opinions about any issue in any of the various channels of
college communication without fear of reprisal, and 76 per cent felt that all speakers
should be subject to sonic official screening process. Eighty-six per cent of the sample
felt that students who actively disrupt the functioning of the college by demonstrating,
should be expelled or suspended, and 61 per cent agreed that the institution should be

actively involved in solving social problems. "In terms of relationship with the
president, only 9 per cent agreed that the role of tlw president should he as a mediator
Based on survey returns of 67 two-year public colleges and 45 private two-year colleges.
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rather than a leader. Trustees regard the most importam characteristics in the choice of
0 (President as previous administrative experience (96 per cent), polished. tyle OW per
cent). and 1'0(1111Y experience (.1'7 per cent),"
In terms of familiarity with the literature of higher education, between 50 and 60 per
cent of the sample reported never hearing of a list of 15 major books about higher
education, and very few trustees (3 - 12 per cent) reported reading any journals on a
list of II leading periodicals. (The m.;jor e see ption was the junior college journal ,

read by 56 per cent of the trustees in the sample.)

To summarize. there is a need for periodic studies of background. preparation, needs, and
interests of community college trustees. The authors suspect that significant changes have already

occurred in many characteristics of community college trustees since the Ilart nett study (1969).
Additional research about perceived needs of trustees would be especially helpful for purposes
improving orientation, information, and managerial expertise of community' college
Again, as with all general research descriptions, the data show great diversity and ar
ti only
in helping orient the reader about a general context of the community college. A knowledge of
the philosophy, values, abilities, attitudes, needs, and interests of those individuals who must
function together in the community college educational process is imperative if the educational
manager is to be effective in performing his tasks.
Leaders 1911.!

The question of educational and managerial leadership has long been a topic of debate
(Cohen and Roueche, 1969), (Kerr, 1963). The how and why of educational leadership will vary
with the unique context of each institution. The necessity of educational leadership was well
stated by Cohen and Roucche ( 1969, Pg. 121 who wrote: "The junior college has been charged

with unique tasks eg., designing instructional forms suitable to a wide range of students, and
being responsible for the entire communit's educational needs. It is supposed to be a leaching
institution: accordingly, it cannot function well by perpetuating forms developed by and for

Opes of schools in which student learning is a consideration secmulary to research or to
whole.:ak .socialkation. The fulfillment of a unique mission demands unique forms. Leaders, not
administrators, can create them."
Among major issues facing administrators in community colleges 'are the problems presented

by the demands for changes from authoritarian governance to more democratic governance
procedures; the difficulties of trying to maintain educational standards, provide an open door to
all students, and be responsive to community needs; the challenges presented by the previously
mentioned issues of collective bargaining, tenure, staff development and the accountability
movement; the problems of trying to educate a group of college students, many of whOm are
clearly non-traditional in their abilities, needs, interests, and values: and the ever-present
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problems of adequate finance.

Thus, the community college has its own unique context different from IL. business world
and different from the four-year colleges. The context is a product of the history, the objectives,
the values. the staff and student characteristics, and the community in which the college resides.
individual community colleges also differ enormously in context from the urban college to the
rural college, front the highly transfer oriented to the highly vocationally oriented. A context
consists of more than research characterizations of those who are physically present on the
campus. The college exists in a community which has a special environment, including unique
problems and issues which differ from college to college. An important part of any management
preparation should be the study of the special context of the college. for it is in the combination
of understanding the management options available, and the application of those options to meet

the specific context of a unique community college that the art of effective management is
Sunimary

A number of problems have led to the "accountability movement" in education. The forces

of the movement for increased participation in governance by faculty and students which
occurred in the late 1960's, coupled with the demands by state legislatures and the public for
more accountability in the 1970's. present serious challenges to community college management.
Two prerequisites for more effective community college management arc -an understanding that

there is discipline of management with a set of skills and standards,and an understanding of the
special context of the community college where the management process must occur. These
prerequisites were discussed in this chapter to help set the stage for the presentation of a general
theory of management by objectives which will he discussed in Chapter II.
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CHAPTER II
A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES

Chapter i reviewed a number of current problems of education in America today. In
reviewing those problems, it is apparent that community colleges especially are faced with a
double dilemma: community colleges must develop more effective management tools for better
educational accountability and, yet, the management tools must take into account the unique

participatory context of education where authority, objectives and values differ from the
business world. As indicated in Chapter 1, it would be a mistake to try to superimpose strict
business management practices on the community college context. Yet, much effective
management theory is a product of the business world, and it is increasingly apparent that more
effective models of management and more effective educational programs are clear priorities of
both the general public and legisiatures which-are allocating dollars for education.
Management by objectives is one management model currently being proposed as an answer

to some of the management and accountability problems facing community colleges. It is the
primary purpose of Chapter II to present a general theory of management by objectives.
Beginning with the definition of management by objectives and a basic working vocabulary to
assist readers through the semantic woods which often overwhelms management theory, Chapter
II will then discuss a general theoretical outline of management by objectives and the major steps

in the implementation of this particular approach to community college management. A
discussion of the major advantages of management by objectives for both institutions and
constituencies and a discussion of some of the disadvantages and dangers of the management by

objectives approach will also be presented in this chapter to help set the stage for an in-depth
discussion of needs assessment, varying approaches to institutional management by objectives
programs, and budget and fiscal planning which will follow in subsequent chapters.

Fad or Fundamental Change? A review of the history of
education in the twentieth century reveals a number of differing fads, movements, and
Management by Objectives

innovations. Some of these movements have had great impact on educational theory and practice,

white others temporarily caused a stir, perhaps disrupted, and then quietly died away, making
little or no impact. The combination of the participatory forces of the 1960's and the
accountability movement of the 1970's has produced major educational management problems.
Many differing solutions for these management problems are being proposed, and serious
questions arise about which proposals will become fads and which will lead to fundamental
change. Throughout history, even the use of the term "management" has presented problems in
the world of education. As discussed in Chapter I, the study of educational management is a very
new discipline. Despite resistance, management has to be a function at all levels. If we accept the
commonly identified functions of management as including planning, organizing, communicating,
16
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motivating and evaluating, it is apparent that all segments involved in community college
education must perform these functions. It is debatable, at present, whether or not all of these
functions are currently being performed on a systematic and regular basis. Certainly, the
management roles and requirements of trustees and administrators are apparent often prescribed

in law. Faculty also have management roles

both institutionwide and in their courses, They

must plan their courses, must organize and coordinate educational programs, must be effective in

communicating with and motivating students, and must both evaluate students and be evaluated
for their own effectiveness in their educational mission.

It is imperative that the fundamental functions of management be systematically built into...
community college management practices and not left to chance or accident. However,

-community college management must also take into account the special context where
community college education takes place. The justification for presenting the management by
objectives theory. as applied to community college education is only secondarily a justification
based on efficiency and managerial competence. The primary justification of management by
objectives in community college education is, as will be discussed, an educational justification

in. its contribution to educational programming, in its contribution to educational planning,
coordination, and evaluation, and in its contribution to student learning. It is important to stress

this point at the outset of this. chapter becaUSe there is much confusion and hostility to
management by objectives.

A number of very strong pro and con positions on management by objectives are emerging

in the literature and in presentations at national conferences around the country. Unfortunately,
much of the debate over management by objectives involves emotions or generalities, often with

little precise information on just what management by objectives can or cannot do. Therefore,
before discussing the theory and the process of implementation of management by objectives, it
is important to clarify a number of terms and definitions. Terms and definitions are.usually

reserved for an appropriate appendix, They are included in this chapter because it is crucial for
the reader to be able to understand precisely what the terms mean in management by objectives

theory. If this volume is to have Utility for the reader, a clear and precise understanding of terms
-isjmperative. Difficult -questions will be asked of proponents or. management by objectives.
--Without an understanding of the precise terms involved, discussions can often degenerate very
quickly into confusion and emotional pro and con argument over language. The importance of,
understanding terms and language was, perhaps, best stated by Lavoisier, a Chemistry professor

writing in 1789: "As ideas are prescrved and communicated hr means of words, it necessarily..
follows that we cannot improve the language of any science without. at the same time, improving

-,the science itself; neither can we, on the other hand, improve a science wit/rout improving the:
language or nomenclature which bckmgs to it. flowerer certain: the facts of any science maybe,

andhoweVer just the ideas we may have formed of these facts. we can only communicate false
impressions to-others while we want words by which these may be properly expressed (Simon,

'
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1966. Pg. 23).'-' In this spirit, we begin our discussion of management by objectives with a review

of the major terms Involved in management by objectives theory,

I. Management by Objectives -- Management by objectives is best defined operationally, It
is a process which provides both the framework and a methodology for systematically performing

the basic functions of management

planning, organizing, communicating, motivating and

evaluating. Management by objectives, in an educational setting, begins with the assessment of
the needs for education in the community. Based on needs, a philosophy or mission statement is

developed, an inventory of resources is conducted, and a plan for implementation of a
management program is drawn up. Clearly slated institutional objectives are then developed. For
each institutional objective, sets of program objectives are then developed. which include course

objectives and support functions. Provision is made for periodic review throughout the year, and

for --slISteniatie evaluation of the extent of achievement of objectives at the end of the year. A

-part of the management by objectives process involves feedback to the individuals and
program

managers involved

in the achievement of objectives, and systematic revision,

.readjustment and reassessment of needs on a yearly basis.
2. Needs Assessment

A needs assessment is a compiled list of projections, studies and

perceptions solicited from -a number of differing sources, including community representatives,
staff and students. The needs .assessment measures the degree of satisfaction with presently
existing programs and provides opportunity to express desires for changes, modifications or new
-pro giants.

Inchided in the needs assessment is an evaluation of facilities, programs, specia!

services, materials, community needs, staff needs, student needs and other significant educational
program needs..

3. Mission Statement

This is a composite statement of the beliefs aboUt the basic college

purpoSes based upon those aspects of learning which the college should consider as opposed to

areas of concern of other institutions such as the church or the family, and which specifically
states the educational mission of the college.

4, Objective An c,bjee five is an aimed-for future accomplishment that predicts the benefits

that will result trom planned activities, and which, if attained, advances the system toward the
accepted educational mission. Objectives fail into two primary categories:
a.

Measurable

A measurable objective

is

a

statement describing in specifically

measurable terms what outcomes are expected to be achieved as a result of a particular

educational program or task. Measurable objectives can.be verified within a given time
period under specifiable conditions.
b.

Currently Unmeasurable -- A currently unineasurable objective is an aimed-for future
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accomplishment that cannot be verified within the current reporting period, but for
which a number of steps progressing toward the objective can be listed.

S. Constraints Constraints are of two kinds:
1

a.

Irreducible Constraints

ThOse obstacles to college activities which are judged to be

beyond the control of immediately responsible educators and which are not
controllable by anyone in the college district within the time span of the program
being evaluated,

b.

Reducible Constraints

Those obstacles to the college activities which arc judged to

be within the control of the immediately responsible educators and which can be
reduced or eliminated within the time span of the evaluation period.

Accountability is the ability to demonstrate both the Q flit:tent use of

6. Accountability

resources and the educational effectiveness of meeting agreed-upon institutional objectives when

using ( I) verified objectives, (2) when serving well-identified students, and (3) when taking into
account constraints relative to the school, community and individual setting of the institution.

7, Institutional Objectives

Institutional objectives are broad college outcomes which are

described in measurable or currently unmeasurable terms and which involve the contributions of
a number of programs through the achievement of a number of related objectives.

8. A Program

A program is a series of interdependent, closely related services and

activities which contribute to a common institutional objective.
9. Program Objectives

Program objectives are broad, long-term predicted outcomes of a

state of improved competency for the constituents of a given program. Program objectives are

usually stated in terms of a significant number of students with time and cost constraints and
resource inputs indicated.
10. Course Objectives

Course objectives are statements of aimed-for accomplishments and

educational experiences that the student will be provided as part of an educational course. Course

objectives are planning tools and guides, as opposed to behavioral objectives which imply a more
uniform response or action by students,

As indicated at the beginning of the chapter, an understanding of the above defined terms is

crucial before discussing management by objectives theory. Much of the confusion and
polarization about management by objectives is often over lack of und-l'standing about the
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process or the language, not the substance of basic management by objectives programs. Let us

move now from a discussion of definitions to a discussion of the general underlying theory of
management by objectives.

Management by Objectives

A Theoretical Framework

The basic theory of management

by objectives, like all management theory, is the product of an evolutionary process. In
developing the presentation which follows, credit and acknowledgement should be given to the

works of Drucker (1958), Lahti (1971), Hitt (1973), Churchman (1968) and Johnson and
Grafsky (1973). Management by objectives is really a sequence of logical steps, a framework
which allows for differences in educational context, with each step growing out of the preceding

one and building for its success, While there is not complete agreement on the steps and
framework of management by objectives, the authors submit that the following step-by-step
process covers the major tasks involved in implementing a management by objectives program:

I. Developing the Idea of Management by Objectives -- Information and Orientation
Regardless of where the initial impetus comes from, the commit ncnt of trustees, administrators,
and faculty leaders must be secured if the management by objectives program is to even get off

the ground. The very first step in ingagement by objectives must be to develop the idea of
management by objectives and commnicate it to the top level decision makers on the campus.

Through the use of literature, consultants and educators from institutions already using
management by objectives programs, an ad41uate orientation program can be provided for
top-level leaders on the community college campus. In reviewing and developing the idea of
mannemeni by objectives, pmenters should disucss both the advantages and the disadvantages
of the management by objectives program and should present a realistic and balanced perspective
Including sonic of the problems and dangers as well as the benefits.

Before embarking on management by objectives, educators must know the cost and the time

commitment involved and should not raise false hopes for an easy panacea for very complex
problems. Care must be taken to educate community -and campus people that this process takes a

great deal of time

not only during the initial stage of developing the program, but over,

perhaps, a three-to five-year period before an acceptable program of management by objectives is

completed. By the very nature of management by objectives, it is never

really completed

because, through constant evaluation and revision, change is systematically built into the process.

Once top level management, trustee and faculty leaders have been provided orientation, a

major step has beep taken; but care must also be taken to inform and orient both the staff and
the community, including students and classified staff. As the idea of management by objectives
is considered, there must be accurate information provided by campus leaders, because there will
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always be a certain amount of confusion, fear and hostility that cag kill

neat by

objectives program in the first year. Developing the idea of management by

rough

In-service staff development programs of information and ofientat'on will no

ryone,

but it will help set the stage for a participatory model 411 manage ent and

Off

sr(

some problems and fears that could arise and destroy the'prograni,a

44 ectives kagram`

2. Development of a Plan for the Management by

can go on concurrently with the development of the idea of management by ob ei,

s:, which

lie task

of planning. As Titles writes: -;Vo seasoned politician would Undertake a ram/
or major
office without a clear concep, of his strategyi no gcrod business would commit resoilres and
dollars for a piogrOm 'Mess they had some idea of the °titanic (1966, Pg. 55)." Unfortunately,
often in education we embark on programs where' outcomes are very unclear or plans are at best.

hopeful. It is crucial that a complete plan for the implementation of management by objectives

be developed before any attempts are made to implement it. Included in the plan should be
prOvisions for orientation, for education and staff training, for staff, community, and student
involvement, for a calendar of events, and for the specification of the steps at each point in theimplementation process and of each task which has tiltbe' accomplished at each major step. Unleis..

this is done, the management by objectiics process can quickly degenerate into confusion and
contradictory cross-purpose work. liven if the implementation of management by objectives has

to be delayed, it is worth it to insure that onc$ the program kcgins it will have ia-reasonable
chance -of success. A hasty and ill-thought out plan for management by objectives is almost sorely..

doomed to failure.

3 Training of Staff The third step which should occur prior to beginning a management
by objectives program is the training of the staff to participate effectively in the program.
4 Management by objectives requires time, commitment, and the ability to deal with the kinds of
terms and langmage involved (thus the utility of definitions). The staff must be educated to write

objectives and to state work tasks and educational objectives in appropriate language. Faculty

and administrators must be familiar with concepts such cs objectives, both measurable and
unmeasurable, constraints. levels of performanee, and the other kinds of considerations which go
into developing an effective and useable management by objectives program. Staff must also be

trained to write objectives based on the educational mission of the institution, and not on trivial,
quantitative objectives which are both easily measured and easily attained. Staff work most also

be coordinated so that objectives Mend into an institutional Whole rather than a series of
unrelated parts. The end product of the planning, Orientation and training processes should be

the development of a plan for a total educational inanagement program. Thus, if the idea of
management by objectives is developed, and if orientation is provided, and if a wellthought out
plan is conceived and specified, and if the staff is trained to the tasks and skills necessary to
implement management by objectives, only then should the management by objectives Progrant
actually be implemented.
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4. Needs Assessment

I lw needs assessment has been defined simply as a difference

between what is and what is desired. It is important to insure that ill conducting a needs
assessment,care is taken to balanee the perspectives and perceptions solicited. It is Very easy to

fall into the trap of focusing only on problems or on unrealistic progiank that are desired but are
not feasible, The college needs to assess the programs that are suk:cosful as sell as those that fail.

Input should be obtained front

sources including perceptions from t.to educational
I

community' and students as well as the staff. As Johnson writes; "the needs and doires of'an
educational system are a reflection of the overall needs anid4csirv of society
economic, social, ),,olitic.al and individual. They. can only

/,ruin

philosophical,

iwrsmtk

err

who

represent cad, and all of these 8cgmcnis of sorietr IJohison and Colsky, Eg. 141" Needs
assessment has been the subject of much recent literature and will be discussed in detail in
Chapter Ill. Techniques for assessing steeds vary from the use of printed needs and objectives

statements drawn front national objective banks, to extensive meetings of the community and
staff representatives in small groups, to the use of anonymous needs assessment techniques ;Ind

objectivesdevelopment instruments such as the Delphi technique, Regardless of the technique
applied, the key to a successful needs iissessment lies in the care taken to balance the kinds of

.

--questions asked and to insure that the idiiriMition gathered by the needs assessment process if as
representative and as unbiased as possible. A useful needs assessment %sill include information on

the success and the weaknesses of current programs, ideas for needed changes, suggestions for

new and innovative programs and for the elimination or old or unsuccessful programs. However.

the end product will only be as good us the care and planning taken to

a suecessful and

balanced objective needs assessment. Once the needs assessment is completed, there should be a

report available that uudines the findings of the needs assessment and there should be
opportunity for final review by students. faculty, community representatives and staff before the
final needs assessment is presented to elm board of trustees for approval and adoption,

5. The Development of the (fission Statement

The mission statement is 0 declaration of

the broad educational philosophy of the institution and it is from the mission statement that the

objectives Of an educational system are derived. The mission statement should reflect those
attitudes and beliefs about education which make the college a unique educational environment.

The statement should be idealistic in the sense that it is a philosophical and broad general
statement of beliefs, but it also should reflect a realistic consideration of the resources, the
-context,- the community, the history and the staff of the college which is charged to Fulfill the
ucational mission.

6. Resource Analysis

Educational resources are those assets which contrihute to the

achievement of objectives. Resources include money, people. physical facilities. community
'facilities, staff and time.`'A- critical part of the management by objectives programs is the

.
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development of a thorough inventory of the kinds of resources available for the college to use in
achieving its educational mission. It is important that this activity take place before objectives are

set because, without this kind of analysis, unrealistic objectives can be set which will quickly kill

a program or will lead to severe morale problems by setting unrealistic standards and not
providing the resources to meet those standards. A key concept (which will be discussed in depth

in later chapters) is the concept of constraints in the educational process. Educators must be

aware of the kinds of constraints that they will encounter as they set objectives. Without this
kind of awareness, which is developed through resource analysis, objectives may be unrealistic
and almost totally useless as management guidance tools. Once an inventory of resources has
been made, useful data will be available that can be used to predict differing outcomes by varying
the amount of resources available to achieve objectives.

Institutional objectives are broad
7. The Establishment of Institutional Objectives
statements of aimedfor future accomplishments that specify the outcomes of the institution's
educational program efforts. there has been some confusion over the terms "goals and
objectives." The authors have concluded that the terms "goals and unmeasurable objectives" are

too similar to warrant an arbitrary division of activities. Instead, the terms "institutional
objectives," "program objectives," and "course objectives" are suggested as more useful for
planning purposes and less confusing to staff. The process of further dividing objectives into
measurable and unmeasurable categories eliminates the need for the classification of "goals,"
which are usually employed to differentiate between general and specific outcomes.

"Institutional objectives" are established via a process of staff interaction and participation.

Using the needs assessment, resource analysis and mission statement as guidelines, broad.
statements of objectives for the institution as a whole are developed. The statements cut across

programs and activities and apply to the total institution, as opposed to program or course
objectives which are more specific. Growing out of the institutional objectives arc the program
objectives which are key building blocks in the management by objectives process.

8. The Development of Program Objectives

After institutional objectives have been

established, the process of staff interaction is repeated by program level to derive program
objectives

both measurable and unmeasurable

which will form the heart of the management

by objectives accountability mechanism. Thus, for each institutional objective that is developed
for the institution, a number of program objectives must be developed which, when put together,

will move the institution toward the attainment of given institutional objectives col differing
functions of the college. As an example, the broad category 'of INSTRUCTION might have
program objectives for each division or each department, depending on the desires and
organizational pattern of the institution. The service function of LIBRARY, as another example,
can have a series of program objectives which are both measurable and currently unmeasurablc,
SI
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which in their accomplishment contribute to the institution's objectives. There is much debate
over program objectives and, as indicated at the beginning of the chapter, much of the debate

involves definitions and terminology, An argument against the development of institutional
program objectives generally goes as follows: "The most important e7ducationat benefits are

generally timeless and unmeasurable so why bother writing objectives. To do so will put a
premium on the trivial, the quantitative and the easily measurable." To counter these arguments,
there is a need for precise definitions, clear information and a clarification of the steps that show

how objectives are developed, how they are stated and how they contribute to the effectiveness

of the educational program. There are a number of problems which must be laced in the
Oveleipmerit of institut

bjectives including tht. Ct./Bowing:

a. There Is a need for a clarification of the difference between measurable objectives and
currently unmeasurable objectives. Both these terms have been defined at the beginning of the

..

,

chapter, but currently unmeasurable objectives should be discussed in more d'etail at this point.
Currently unmeasurable objectives art,aimed-for future accomplishments that Cannot be verified

within the current reporting period. Unlike measurable objectives, which can be precisely
evaluated within the time period of the management program, the currently unmeasurable
objectives leave the evaluator with the dilemma of having to provide some sort of evaluation for
an objective which is not completely measurable within the given time period, The best way out
of this dilemma is to describe the currently unmeasurable objective operationally, that is, to state
..
the oective, and then state the 'series of steps which contribute to its attainment. A currently

unmeasurable objective might be something like: ''Each graduate will undersjai and appreciate

his biological and physical environment and realize its fragile nature. Ilisti2t1standing will lead

him to use his environment in a judicious manner and to preserve ¶t for use by_ future
generations." While this objective cannot be measlirtld within the time frame Qf a semester 'or a
year, a series of steps which will help graduates to'iMderstand their environment and to protect it

can be stated. At the end of the current reporting ped, the series of steps, including courses,
community programs and indivitOil experiences' thit the student will have undergone which will
, lead hirito his ultimate objective can be specified. At the end of the evaluation period we can

state in precise terms the series of steps the student has progressed through in movement toward
'

that currently unmeasurable objective. Educators interested in management by objectives should

' Understand, the definitions ando,the steps involved in working with currently immeasurable
objective's because this issue will be one of the very first issues raised when the 'dea of
managerfient by objectives is proposed, especially in the area of the liberal arts whir

olves a

greater number of currently unmeasurable objectives than,areas such as technical education

b. A second kind of problem which must be faced when developing institutional program

objettives involves the development of skiils in writing the objectives themselves. Objectives
should contain three kinds of information: (I) the outcome to be expected, (2) the level of

2-
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achievement

in other words

measured.

13) the conditions of an evaluation. conditions being those conditions which

should he 11.`11

the standards or criteria against which the outcome will be

11 I. when determining the extent to which the objective has been achieved.

Conditions include environment al factors. speeial equipment,

t.s. ritt en

oral, or demonstrated

conditions and both individual and group conditions. It is important wheel considering conditions

to take into account both reducible and irreducible constraints, and the kinds of resources
available such as dollars. people, time. and certain student and staff abilities and liabilities, which
should have been uncovered through resource analysis A solid staff development program should
be prepared to assist the staff to acquire the skills needed to write useable objectives.

c. A third problem is the consideration of alternatives and the analysis of -the mix of
objectives achievable for differing resource allocations. Sets of objectives need to be related to

the resource inventory to demonstrate how different- investments will produce different
outcomes. Budgets should reflect programs at various levels and should not simply be line items.

For years, the educational community has based most of its reports to those who determine the
financial resources to be spent on education on input factors, that is, factors which measure the

resources going into the educational process. As Mallet-ran writes: "Institutions can tell you IQ
the penny how much they spent last year for faculty salaries, inilities and wax far the gymnasium.,

floor: But they cannot tell you what this htITStment produced because our focus' in educational--',fccnunting has hcc it on input, not output IMlePherran, 1971, Pg, 4)." The challenge of the 1970's

is to develop more precise measures of educational benefits which both the students and society
are receiving for their investment in education. The management by objectives process allows the

institution to demonstrate the different kinds of obiectives achievable at different resource input
levels, the kinds of staff and resource mix needed to achieve differing kinds of objectives. and the

benefits to the institution, to students and to society for -diftring: dollar investments. The
development of program objectives is the heart of the management by objectives program. '1 hese

objectives must blend and -add up to" a coherent whole institution and not simply remain sets of
isolated and unrelated parts. The development of this process is a bul1ding effort which requires

much time, money, total commitment and the solution of a number of problems which have only
been briefly outlined in this section. The end product of this process should be a clear definition

of what it is we are attempting to do as educators, how we plan to do it. with a built it;
evaluation mechanism to tell us whether or not we succeeded.

9. The Development of Program Support Objectives

Just as program objectives grow out

of the institutional objectives and the mission statcnient of the college, program support
objectives grow out of the program objectives. Program support objectives are the statements of

activities needed to implement programs. Thus, if an institutional program objective for general
education is "that each graduate will demonstrate his understanding of, and appreciation for. thenature and development of our system of e(wernment," then the program support objectives are

33
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-the administrative and classified staff duties. the support funetions, the teaching Itmetions and

the courses needed to attain that institutional objective. The process of developing support
give ;Ind take process
objectives is similar to the development of institutional objectives
among staff, but with the direction and guidance provided by the instnittional mission statement,
the institutional objectives, and the instRational program objectives, Institutional program
objectives and support objectives resemble a pyramid with the institutional mission statement
and philosophy at the apex, with the institutional objectives the first level. with the program
objectives at the second level: support ingtlw entire system are the institutional program support
objectives, including teaching. staff, inhninistrative and various support functions which are the

heart of the entire management by objectives program. A critical .ind controversial kind of
objective developed at this level is the course objective. As sonic critics have stated. it is at the
course level that management by objectives may break down. Critics often coquse course
objectivel, with behavioral objectives. The difference is significant. Behavioral objectives slate
sonic kind of uniform behavior or task to be accomplished by students upon completion of the
cOttre. There is an
rigidity and uniformity which raises fears in
!',scull} of
unthinking or automatic responses by students which Y. ill be the product of the course.

Course objectives are quite different. Course" objectives are statements of aimed -for
educational experiences
accomplishments
that the student will be provided as part of the
course. Course objectives are planning devices for faculty and useful guides for students. While
course objectives can be used as a basisof measurement, their primary utility is as a planning and
management aid to help improve teaching and learning.

Course objectives arc essential to the accomplishment of departmental objectives and
divisional objectives. Unless the staff secs the importance of preparing measurable and current ly
unmeasurable course objectives for the offerings of the institution, there can be no defensible
system of management by objectives. Perhaps the guiding spirit of the development of course
objectives was best captured by Neblett and Pale 1 1969) who wrote, concerning the development
of course objectives in Great- Britain: "One clanger in objectives research lies in supposing that
listing 11w objectives Jur a particular course is an eml in itself, and that once; they are
they may be used to prescribe totally the tasks and activities of _students. The rationale behind
codifying objectives is tliaU it is a step on th way to improving all aspects of the teaching,
learning process. The aint is to be more' precise about what a college edueation achieves without
'es-utility to wildly general statements concertling the characteristics of the educated units
10. Implementation and Review If the detailed planning has been completed, the actual
implementation of management by objectives should be one of the easier tasks of the system.,
Each program, each division and each course should have objectives to guide where it is going and
how it is going to get there. It is imperative. especially when first implementing a management by
.
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objectives program, to build into the program a mid-year review of objectives, progress and
problems in moving toward the accomplishment of institutional objectives, Many objectives may
be set too high or too tow, especially in the first year. New constraints and problems not thought

of in the original planning, changes in conditions, and personnel, and other kinds of problems
may arise which makes a mid-year review imperative to allow time for change and adjustment.
There is no sense in purusing a course of action which is destined to failure. A mid-year review
allows for the identification of constraints and for changes and adjustments as needed.

11. Evaluation -- Evaluation is an integral part of the management by objectives program
and should take place on a yearly basis. As much as is humanly possible, the evaluation. should be

a nonthreatening, positive, improvement oriented professional action. The evaluation should not
be an inquisition and it should not be a blame-oriented kind of process because the achievement

of institutional objectives

is a

primary focus of evaluation. Achieving a positive and

nonthreatening atmosphere is difficult, but critical. One way of achieving this is to evaluate
programs in a number of ways. As Drucker writes: "No one single objective is the-objective of an

organization; no single yard stick is the measure of performance, prospects and results (1958,

Pg.

5)." As stressed throughout this volume, the ,entire management by objectives process should be

built slowly and carefully. The evaluation process should come from a number of perspectives
including the following:
a.

The

attainment

of objectives

the

comparison

of stated objectives with

accomplishments, allowing for constraints.
b.

The attainment of objectives at differing

c.

The educational audit which is the involvement of an outside educator who serves in

levels

planned costs vs. actual costs.

much the same capacity as a fiscal:auditor (this concept will be discussed in more detail

in Chapter IV).

The end product of the evaluation process should be an accountability mechanism that
demonstrates which objectives were achieved, which were not achieved, why those that were siot

Achieved had problems, and suggestions for new directions and changes, which leads us to the
final part of the management by objectives prOgram:
12.

Feedback and Readjustment

A weakness in many management programs is

both upward and downward. At the end of the evaluation, an institutional
study report should be developed and provisions should be made for interaction of staff, both'
communication

within programs and between programs so that problems, reactions to objectives, successes and

suggestions can be communicated both within and among institutional program divisions. Too
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often, plans break down due to tack of communication. It is important that effective

communication be built into the process in a systematic and regular manner, and not left to
chance. As stated earlier, it takes between three and five years to develop an adequate
management by objectives program, and by the nature of the process, it is never fully completed.

As one report recently stated: "Objectives, once decided on, are not likely to be good forever,
There should be continuing dialogue about their validity, about the means necessary for their

attainment and about the discipline they can impose on the institution's activities. Such study

and debate should stimulate initiative and innovation' throughout the college (Deegan,
McConnell, Mortimer, Stull, 1970. Pg. 59)."
The above steps outline a general theory of the management by objectives process. It is a
theory that builds in the major functions of management; provides for a humanistic participative

process; and it holds the hope of reconciling both the demand for greater participation and the
demand for greater accountability in community college education. Ultimately., the justification
for management by objectives must lie in its effectiveness as an educational program, and not in
its efficiency as a management approach. The ultimate beneficiaries of the program should be the
students

through greater learning, through better organization and through more effective

planning for educational outcomes. As indicated earlier, management by objectives has both
proponents and opponents. Let us conclude this chapter with a discussion of both the advantages
and the disadvantages of management by objectives.

Management by Objectives

The Advantages

There have been several papers by many

authors, indicating both advantages and disadvantages of management by objectives. In this final
section, we will try to condense the writings of a number of people into a general discussion of
both advantages and disadvantages of management by objectives. Among the major advantages of

management by objectives are the following:

1, Management by Objectives as an Effective Planning Tool

Critics of education often

criticize our educational system as one which is ideally resistent to change. The management by
objectives process provides an effective planning tool that allows for both change and evaluation.

It represents both a framework and a methodology for planning and change, and systematically
incorporates the major functions of management. Through the needs assessment and objectives
setting process, the fundamental purposes of the institution are evaluated and special needs which

the college must meet can be brought to the surface. The translation of institutional objectives
into measurable or currently unmeasurable program objective statements provides a framework

for more effective planning, staff utilization, resource allocation and evaluation. The objective
statements also allow the institution as a whole, and each segment within the institution, to learn

about, participate in, and evaluate the college priorities and programs. The built-in evaluation
process allows college, program and individual productivity to be assessed more systematically

No
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than has often been tlw case in the past history of educational management.

2. Management by Objectives as an Accountability Mechanism - In the past, as many
reports have stated, education seems to have been confused about objectives and outcomes,

Management by objectives provides for a more systematic measurement of objectives, and,
therefore, allows us to say, perhaps, with greater precision than ever before in education, where
we are, where we are going, hOw we are going to achieve our objectives, our major constraints and

problems anticipated, and the degree of success in achieving our objectives. Management by

objectives also allows us to state more clearly the use of resources and the need for new or
differing kinds of resources. [4 also helps us to discover areas of overlap arid duplication and to

demonstrate to the public where dollars go and whN. It is possible with the management by
objectives program to turn accountability problems into positive educational and public relations
outcomes for communit} colleges.
1.

Man,n,Nnient ht Obiectives;isa Technique for linprovinOlorale Many authors believe

that if the ludnidu.,h hrtuw what duties are expected and have a suite in defining and developing
those duties. and h,lsc Ili: LT1,01111114 11., bring problems. constraints and need; t. the attention
of those in Mistier authority. both communication and morale will be greatly facilitated. Once

011e: fives are defined. individuals will have a clearer course of action to pursue, a useful
evaluation and helpful feedback on the progress in achieving their objectives as professional
educators, As M.oml.:II comments: 1S the distance- between the too and bottom lit art
nAntritimi
rune,/ /c problems cao become more seere (1970)." Management by objectives
helps prOvide both a sense of common purpose and the opportunity for involvement in the..objective setting process. and. therefore. helps reduce this distance between the top and the
bottom by providing, a more effective participatory role for all concerned with institutional
quality and purposes.
.

.

4. Management by Objectives as a Mechanism to help Develop a Wholistic Institutional
Context

Each community college should have a special context which is responsive to the

Community and which meets special needs of its, own environment. Management by objectives,
the needs assessment, the development of the mission statement, and the
implementation of institutional objectives, helps insure that a coherent program grows from
wholeness and unity, not from a collection of fragmented status-100nd vested interests. Too
often, college divisions and program ns t en... to pursue iii. i, owl interest, with little or no
communication. interrelationship or evaluation. 1 he end iesult of a management
objectives
program should be a coherent and wholistic mstitiamodal program uhiuch allows ion both the
in terms of its eontiabution to lime overall
traditional and the innovative and evaluates

through

inission of the college.
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5. Nlanagenient byObjectives

Advantages foryonstituencies

A final justification is in

the contribution that management by objectives makes to the different constituencies within the
campus. For the trustees, management by objectives provides a mechanism that allows them to
develop and guide the mission of the college in terms of specific outcomes in being accountable

for the public trust. For adininistrator, immagement by objectives offers a technique that
scientifically and systematically insures that the major functions of management take place on

the college campus. For the faculty, management by objectives provides a tool lor more
comprel newt' planning of educational experiences and for more effective educational
coals

n. In addition, areas of unnecessary duplication, new needs, and old irrelevant programs

considered and evaluated more effectively than ever b4ore, Students also benefit by

in advance what the instructor con;iclers important. what the college as a whole
proposes to offer them and what each of the divisions has as objectives for their educational
development, Curriculum planning can be facilitated and the adversary nature of much education

might be overcome since the emphasis could shift from the hidden and the unkown to specific
achievement of objectives. Finally, 11w public will be better informed about the mission of the
college, about the justification for costs, about the kinds of objectives that were achieved, and in
cases where objectives were not achieved, constraints and problenis that were encountered.

Management by Objecfives
The Problems
Naturally. the use of management by,
objectives in education has been criticized. A number of authors. Lahti (1971), Hitt (1973),
Johnson and Graisky (1973), have discussed some of the major problems and dangers of the
management by objectives approach in education:
1, One of the very first criticisms to be raised about mann-en-lent by objectives is the fear. of

any emphasis on the trivial. the mechanistic and the easily kluantiliabk. Many faculty and
administrators fear the loss of -the intellectual vigor of the campus, arguing that much of the
creativity and true educational benefit of the college experience lies in long-range objectives
which are not easily measurable or, perhaps. not measurable at all. Faculties especially fear that

their courses will be turned into mechanistic short-tern, easily quantifiable number counting
exercises as opposed to the real business of education which is the development of the intellect.

As Enarson writes "The work that we do defines measurements that matter. Our 'production
site' is the Classroom and the laboratory. Everything that really matters and makes a difference in
f9' students takes place behind closed doors

far beyond the reach of managers. Thu.

hell rings aml the 50- minute intellectual transaction begins. It's all there

the excitement Or the

dollue%. the dicipline of good teaching or the time-cmistuning rambling. the eager attention or
the eta( 1,- jawed stare (1973, Pg. 16)."

A related problem is that even where the opportunity exists for complete freedom in writing

objectives, some staff may opt for easily attained objectives and, thus, short circuit the whole
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management by objectives approach. Campus leaders must insure that objectives grow from the

mission statement and philosophy of the institution and that they are not simply set by
individuals as a whim. Participation in the process of objective setting means participation from
the top down, as well as from the bottom up. Insuring that objectives are both meaningful and
that they add up to a coherent whole educational context is one of the key tasks of management
In the management by objectives process.

2. A second fear of management by objectives opponents is that it will create a rigid
reporting system and stifle innovation and experimentation in the colleges. interestingly enough,

oneof the primary criticisms of colleges has been for their Eck of creativity and innovation,
starting back with the work of David Riesman (1958) back in the 1950's and continuing on
through much of the literature into the 1960's and 1970's. Some opponents of management by
objectives conjure up fears of system analysts destroying innovation and creativity in the colleges,
or evaluating education by cost or program rather than in light of needs, mission and intellectual

content. Actually, management by objectives presents a system to facilitate innovation and
educational development. Through the planning, resource analysis, and budgetmaking process, it
Is possible to build in innovation as an integral part of the educational program, not as something
ad hoc and inconsistent. However, the innovations will be evaluated and assessed, perhaps, as
never before in education, and, therefore, as never before, we will be able to say what difference,
if any, innovations make in an educational program, in student learning, or in contributing to the
functioning of the college as a whole.

3. A third problem is the frequent lack of staff training to participate in management by
objectives. Often, objectives are criticized as "statements of the obvious." As indicated earlier in

the chapter, the writing of objectives is difficult to do and time consuming. There must be
adequate planning and staff training before the system is ever implemented. To solve this
problem it is best to start with both in-service staff training and with sample programs, and allow
three to five years before anticipating a complete management by objectives program.

4. Another problem is the fear that an atmosphere of hostility and insecurity will be created
because of pressures caused by management by objectives. This is a danger if individuals are
evaluated instead of programs, and if serious constraints or changes in environmental
circumstances are not taken into account in assessing the achievement of objectives. There is no
doubt that some tensions and stress will occur as a result of the management by objectives
program. Few people really like having their program evaluated. And yet, through the staff
development and in-service training, many of the fears and hostilities may be ameliorated before
the program begins, thus, saving a great deal of tension and personal concern. Management by
objectives is an improvement program, not a program geared to get rid of employees failing to
reach objectives. The provision for extensive staff participation should help reduce many fears.
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Recognizing that there will not he ;OD per cent agreement on tasks, objectives and priorities, it is

still possible to reach concensus on most issues. In the Ion,. run, the increased participation, the
increased communication and the more effective planning and evaluation should help reduce
problems rather than create them.

5. A final problem is the problem of individual resistance to change in organizations. The
literature is full of documentation of studies of resistance to change at all levels and in all kinds

of organizations. This is why it is imperative that the management by objectives program have

top level commitment from the beginning, that it be sufficiently planned, and that sufficient
orientation take place before the plan is even considered for implementation. In-service staff
training and increased communication can also help break down barriers to management by -,
objectives. In essence, management by objectives requires that a management by objectives
approach be applied to the planning of the management program itself before attempts are made

at implementation.
Summary

In this chapter, we have looked at the need for effective management tools, the importance
of definitions and concepts, the steps in developing the management by objectives program and

some of the major advantages and disadvantages in considering management by objectives
programs. Whether management by objectives will be an effective technique to help meet the
challenges presented by demands for both increased accountability and increased participation
remains to be seen. A discussion of how this management theory is applied in practice is the main
focus of the remaining chapters.

LO

CHAPTER III

,

THE MEASURABLE INSTITUTIONAL OBJECTIVES APPROACH AT
MT. SAN JACINTO COLLEGE

Overview

Utilization of management by objectives in community colleges has been found most
frequently in large community colleges having access to foundation grants or government

projects. In many cases, a full-time staff member is assigned to work with an outside paid
consultant in order to initiate the management by objectives program. Strong emphasis has been
placed on accountability by having staff members predict what their accomplishments will he in a
given time

followed by administrative and self evaluations of results.

The procedure followed under the measurable institutional objectives approach to
management by objectives during the last four years at Mt. San Jacinto College does not fit the
above description. Mt, San Jacinto received no financial assistance to develop a management by

objectives system. It has added no extra staff to coordinate the management by objectives
program. It utilizes no paid consultants. The evaluative emphasis has been placed on measuring
the results of programs and not on rating individual staff members. In fact, using the management

by objectives to evaluate staff has been rejected at this college from the beginning us an
unworkable and morale damaging concept.

In this chapter, we will describe the advantages of this program to the communities who

support the college, to the students who attend, to the faculty who are the managers of the
instructional process. to the administrators who coordinate the use of scarce resources, and to the

trustees who establish policy and evaluate results. Special features of the program involve
identification and reduction of constraints which are defined as obstacles to the learning process,
and the use of units of credit based on verified measurable and currently Immeasurable objectives

for each course, The measurable and currently immeasurable objectives serve as the principle

measure of output for the institution. involvicig all faculty members in setting instructional
objectii.cs through a sample class process.

includes the identification of constraints and

planned modifications in teaching :.trategy.

Background

Mt. San Jacinto College was established in !W. Il currently has 5 administrators. 36
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full-time instructors, and 25 part-time instructors. There are 550 full-time and 1400 part-time

students enrolled at the college. Mt. San Jacinto College serves central Riverside County,
including the territory which lies between the cities of Riverside and Palm Springs, but does not

include either. The area served is rural and includes the cities of Hemet, San Jacinto, Banning.

and Beaumont and surrounding territory with a total population of about 65,000 people. Many

residents of the district work in nearby cities in government installations, factories, large retail
establishments, and service occupations, Retirement mobile home parks, light manufacturing, and

modest agricultural activity characterize the local economy. The racial mix in the college is

roughly parallel to the racial mix of the community served: 10 per cent black, 15 per.cent
.Mexican-American, 1 per cent American Indian, and 74 per cent caucasian.

In 1963, Mt. San Jacinto College began with 320 full- and part-time students housed in

rented store and factory buildings. It had a barely adequate tax base and limited, divided
community support. After three bond issues failed, campus construction was began in 1965 on
donated land with lease-purchase buildings. Following careful study and discussion, the faculty,

administration and trustees were convinced that an individual instructional system primarily

utilizing filmstrips and audio tapes with programmed worksheets had high potential for
improving the effectiveness of the instructional program and for building a solid base for winning
community support. Plans to individualize as many courses as possible within available resources

were formulated. It was decided to equip some of the lease-purchase buildings with individual

student study carrels, each containing a filmstrip projector and an audio tape player and to
provide work space for technicians who would assist instructors in the production of filmstrips
and audio tapes.

The Multi-Media Programs
Individualizing more and more courses has been a continuous goal of the college since 1966.

Ihe efforts exerted and results achieved gained statewide recognition and in 1968 several schools
and colleges requested Mt. San Jacinto College to share their media with them. When the requests

for sharing became too great for the college to absorb in its budg.t, mail order sales of
multi-media was implemented. Sales of instructional niaterials to hundreds of schools and
colleges now provides the means to partially support continued production and revision of the
individualized lessons.

During the development of the instructional system, faculty members wrote measurable

course objectives. A number of the faculty wrote measurable objectives for each lesson.
Measurable course objectives formed the basis for the individualized software

ik
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filmstrips, audio

.
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tape, and worksheet lessons. Teachers who wrote measurable objectives were employed during
vacations, summers, and on an overtime basis to write scripts, plan storyboards, write worksheets

and post tests, Later, teachers were offered extra income for preparing measurable and currently
unmeasurable course objectives in publishable format. These have been copyrighted and offered
for sale through the'multi media mail order catalog.

Our problem to be resolved in the sale, of VIty-produced mrdil to other schools and
colleges was the residual rights of faculty to the pfoduct of their creation. Faculty and
administration discussed ownership rights with legal counsel, and it was decided to jointly request

4

a change iri California law which would allow the college to share with faculty members income

from the sale of media after the initial costs were recovered. An influencial member of the
legislature carried the measure, but it was defeated in committee, The faculty agreed that the
matter should be dropped. By that time, it was evident that neither the college nor the faculty
members would realize any appreciable income from this endeavor. The salary paid to instructors
,

while writing commercial quality lessons, the money needed for artists. photographers and audio
technicians, and the expense of revising lessons every three-five years rtr., Pt that direct costs were

'

seldom completely recovered and full costs were never recover d. The facts that extra
employment' during vacations was made available at full salary to all interested faculty, that
high-quality media resulted in more efficient learning, and that writing and planning quality
media provided feelings of satisfaction all contributed to the reduction of faculty concern over
copyright ownership.
How the Individualized instructional System was Started

The beginning of the measurable institutional objectives program was modest. The five
administrators at Mt. Jacinto College studied publications on preparing behavioral or measurable

objectives, wrote sample objectives, and submitted them to each other for evaluation. After the
administrators began to feel comfortable writing objectives, they each began to assist one or more

teachers who showed an interest in learning the skill. The following year a Uniyrsity Extension,.
class on writing course objectives was brought to campus at the expense of the college. Twkrity
instructors enrolled and wrote measurable course objectives for two courses they taugift-as a part
of the Extension course assignment. For completing this assignment, the instructors earned three
semester units which could apply to their salary schedule advancement. From that time on,these teachers have continued to write measurable objectives for their courses. ( A measurable

institutional objectives approach to management by objectives can only be successful if
instructors know how to write objectives and have prepared measurable objectives for a majority

Lk3
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of their courses.)

Faculty members have been motivated to prepare precise course objectives by various.

meankirn( {) administrative example, (2) encouragement by interested administrators, (3)

recognitIt ,at board nwetings, (4) rewards of salary schedule advancement, (5) summer
employment, and (6) extra pay for course objectives of publishable quality. The task of writing,
measurable 'objectives was made easier by eliminating the term "general objectives," "specific

.objedives,"Oand "goals." The only classifications used were "measurable objectives" and
"currently immeasurable objectives." The latter were defined Man earlier chapter; but since this
is a critically Important step in the measurable institutional objectives approach, the next section
will more fully describe the use of currently unineasurable objectives.
Currently Unmeasurable Objectives

Since the first professional publications describing behavioral objectives, there has been wide

disagreement on most campuses whether it is possible or even desirable to prepare precise
measurable objectives for courses. Mt. San Jacinto College was no exception. Faculty members

who taught vocational skill subjects were nearly unanimous in supporting the idea of preparing
precise measurable objectives. Certain faculty members who taught academic courses had serious

reservations because of the obvious difficulty or the apparent impossibility of preparing
measurable objectives which would adequately define what they hoped their students would
learn.

While objectives for various support programs were being prepared for the institutional
objectives report, it became evident to admir'istrators that some important program objectives
could not be described in measurable terms. In order to provide recognition for important course

objectives and institutional program objectives, for wkiicit there is no currently practical way to
.4

measure their oyt put, it was decided to define these

"currently uningistrfable objectives."

*

Objectives which can

t be measured within the lime span of the reporting period, e.g., one

year, are classed as "current ' unmeasurable." A currently unmeasurable objective for a literature

class might be: alter completing this class, 80 per cent of the students will read for enjoyment at**
,

least 10 books a year selected from the American ClasSics List. Another example: after carefully

ill
studying the issues. 90 .per cent of the students completing the American Government clas
*
vote at each local. state-and national election. Objectives which occur within the4pporting period
for which no practical measures are known are also considered "currently Uni4asorableAlen
.4k
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example for a French class met 1::: at the completion of the course, all students will have a
greater appreciation for the French people and their customs.

In practice, a two-column page is used to record unmeasurable objectives. In tha left
column, the currently unmeasurable objectives are listed. Opposite each objective the instructor

lists the experiences which will probably lead the student to accomplish that oh;ectise. In the

ease of institutional support program objective, it would be left to a teacher, an educational
auditor, a newspaper reporter or interested members of the community to decide whether the
listed student experience or institutional effort might fulfill the currently unmeasurable objective

statement. The following

is

an example of a community service currently unmeasurable

objective:

How Members of the Community will

L

Currently Unmeasurable Objectives

.

Residents of the District will make

be Helped to Achieve These Objectives:

Organized recreational activities will be

more worthwhile use of their leisure

provided at least one night per week

time by pursuing cultural and

during the school year.

recreational programs and by

improving their knowledge and

At least five major dramatic or musical

skills in the arts and in

productions will be presented for the

recreational activities.

public during the year.
Musical, dramatics and educational
programs will be'presented before dt

last 40 community groups off-campv.
All requests for informational speakers

will be filled.
It has been found at Mt. San Jacinto College that every course taught and every support

program has sonic measurable obj!ctives. Faculty members are helped to identify readily
measurable objectives first and then to list those which are currently unmeasuraLle. During
succeeding revisions of objectives statements, some of the previously unmeasurable objectives

may often be moved into the measurable objectives group

their output. Use of

PS methods- are found to measure

tilt 'currently unmeasurable objectives" cbn:ept has eliminated most of the

reservations of the faculty about writing precise objectives for courses and support programs.

During the late sixty's, it

appeared

the California legislature voutd mandate the

L;
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establishment of a program, planning, budgeting system for all schools and colleges in California

in the very near future. It also seemed evident that the mandate would fail to take into account
"currently unmeasurable objectives" and "irreducible constraints." Both conclAic seemed basic
to any program, planning, budgeting system applied .to the educational pfoccss.

ihe president of the college and representatives of the AcadefnieiSeni Cy': discussed the
ems which could arise if, and when, program, planning, budgetin

,113 vas mandated by

tile legislature. The administration and the Academic Senate agreed thi.Auplication of an
industry-oriented program, planning budgeting system to the college could be a disasterous blow

to staff morale and would tend to defeat the basic philosophy of the coll4e. The fears of all

concerned were the same; that adoption of a rigid, cost-oriented syStern would make it
excepdingly difficult to maintain the college goal of recruiting students with marginally
°) developed learning skills and helping them achieve a successful educational experigbce.

If class evaluations were rigidly sought, without regard-qor currently unmeasurable
objectives or for the constraints Which are inevitable with high-risk students, faculty members
would find themselves torn between serving students and serving a system which rigidly demands
4

high results at a low cost. Consequently, the administration offered to work toward developing a

system for reporting progress of the institution as a whole, and its identified programs, which
would not be utilized as an individual staff evaluation device. Assurance was further offered that

any system developed would not require more than three or four extra hours of instructor time

each semester for reporting

and that the report writing would be done by college

administrators.

Administration and faculty agreed that, if a system pf reporting results could be devised

which did not do violence to the.$ollege philosophy and did not reduce morale, it might also
beo6rne a useful public relations instrument in local communities. If the system were successful,

they hoped it might influence the development of a workable mandated state management by
objectives system. Some faculty members were skeptical that assurances given by administration

could be upheld in tight of pressures for teacher evaluation

evaluations based on raw results of

student achievement without regard to co? straints. This fear was partially reduced when a newly

state mandated faculty evaluation procedure was developed by the local faculty and
administration and approved by the trustees without refesence to output measurement. During a

meeting for developing an evaluation procedure with faculty, administration, and trustee
representatives present, the college president emphatically declared that he would not promote

the development of any management by objectives system that would be used as a basis for
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teacher evaluation.

The Statement of Educational Philosophy is the Foundation for Management by Objectives

In order to evaluate the institution as a whole, there was a need to identify measurable
program objectives and institutional objectives based on the statement of philosophy of the
College.

When Mt. San Jacinto College was first organized, a widely representative community
advisory committee was asked to develop a statement describing in broad terms services and

functions which the new college should provide. The college staff, taking the committee's
suggestions with only non-substantive editing, submitted the committee's statement to the board

of trustees, The trustees reviewed, revised, and approved the statement of philosophy, This

initial statement has been regularly reviewed and revised by a combination of the staff,
faculty-student committees, citizens' committees and the trustees prior to each accreditation

visit. This statement of institutional philosophy is published in the college catalog, and in the
front section of all measurable institutional objectives reports made to the trustees and to the
public. Following is a recent revision of the philosophy statement:
Philosophy
Mt.

San Jacinto College is dedicated to the principal

that through education man finds realization of his potential
as a human being. Man achieves this potential through various
means., Therefore, Mt. San Jacinto College provides as wide a

variety of approaches to the process of education as possible.

Emphasis is placed upon self-directed study on the part of
the

student,

understanding

that

in

the

final analysis

education is gained, not given.

We believe that the final test of education is the

student's ability to judiciously evaluate, work skillfully, and
to transmit knowledge to others, therefore, we shall insist on

involving the student in discussion and writing toward that
end.

We believe that we are a part of the community we serve
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and seek

to

provide

faculties and

programs

for the

enrichment of the individual and the improvement of
community, state, and national life.
We believe that education has many faces; therefore, we

are pledged to provide instruction in the widest praCtical
range of academic, occupational and technical fields to serve
the needs of individuals and the community.

Immediately following the statement of philosophy in the college catalog is a list of the five

purposes or institutional objectives of community colleges. These were discussed by faculty,
students, administration and trustees and finally set forth the college in the format shown.

lo accomplish the benefits, concepts and attitudes expressed in the statement of
.

philosophy, the college prosides:

I.

Occupational Training

For those students desiring to complete a vocational

curriculum the college offers technical training when student enrollment justifies the
use of facilities and personnel. Individual courses are offered on the same basis when a

full curriculum is not justified. In both instances, the college's aim is vocational
competency.

2.

General Education

For all students, those with a specific voiiiffonal objective, and

those whose aim is a liberal education, the college seeks to inculcate attitudes and
develop the knowledge and skills essential to effective livkig. These include:

a.

Exercising the privileges and responsibilities of democratic citizenship;

b.

Communicating thoughts clearly in speaking, and in writing; and cultivating the
ability. to read and listen with understanding;

c,

Using the basic mathematical and mechanical skills necessary to everyday life;

d.

Gaining a balanced perspective Jf world time and place through an understanding
of cultural heritage;
Appreciating the creative activities of others.
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3.

Preparation for Transfer

Mt. San Jacinto College provides the first two years of

college work for those students who plan to transfer to a four-year college or
university. The curriculum includes the lower division requirements iit the liberal arts,
and in scientific, business education, and other professional fields.
4.

Community Service

Mt. San Jacinto College cooperates with other schools and

colleges in providing adult education. This program is offered primarily through college
evening classes. The college also presents athletic and cultural events, including musical
programs and lectures, as a community service.
5.

Guidance

Mt. San Jacinto College assists its students to "know themselves" through

an integrated guidance and counseling program.
Informal Needs Assessment

When the college was first organized, the general advisory committee set up a subcommittee
to explore various methods of assessing the community needs. It was the recommendation of this
committee that a questionnaire be used to help determine the initial classes and special services to

be offered; and that it be sent to high school seniors who expressed a desire to enroll in the new

college and to people in the community who indicated that they planned to attend classes. This
recommendation was followed and as a result, very few scheduled classes had to be cancelled
because of insufficient enrollment.

For determining future courses, it was decided to use needs assessment as an informal
continuous activity. Students who respond at registration time by filling certain classes early, or

by enrolling in other classes in such small numbers that offerings had to be reduced the next

needs in an unmistakable way. Community members who
petitioned the college administration or trustees for a concert series, forum series, or short
general interest courses also indicated services which they desired from the college. Advisory
semester, expressed their felt

committee members,,who discussed agenda items about community needs also provided useful
information. When requests for services are consistent with the approved educational philosophy

statement and they can be satisfied within the resource limitations of the college, they are
accepted by the trustees and become a part of the college program. The combined judgment of
faculty, students, administration, and organized community groups (such as advisory committees,
college Pations Association and others), provide needs assessment input which leads to

recommendations upon which the elected representatives of the district (the trustees) act.

There is a serious doubt in the minds of the staff at Mt. San Jacinto College that a formal
needs assessment questionnaire or a one-day needs assessment conference every year would

provide additional significant okyspful information regarding the needs of the residents of the
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communities being served. It appears to the college staff that people not immediately desiring
service from the college respond to broadly distributed questionnaires about needs assessments as
they believe they are expected to respond and not as potential students and attendees of special
events.

Instructional Ends Objectives

As another step in the development of a management by objectives system, the college
president first proposed to the administrators and then to faculty groups that instructional
output be measured by means of units earned by students and by grade points earned. The
president explained to faculty groups that since most of them had already prepared course
requirements with measurable objectives and precise grading criteria, the unit and grade reports
of the attendance accounting department would provide the best available institutional output
measures. Then, when direct costs per unit earned have been calculated, these output measures
can be used to analyze cost trends and predict costs of alternative teaching strategies.

As these output measures were applied by faculty, they proposed that dividing their courses

into measurable and currently unmeasurable objectives for each unit of credit would more
accurately measure output. Under this plan, a student may earn one, two or three units for a
three-unit course, e.g., if he masters two-thirds of the measurable and currently unmeasurable
objectives for a three-unit course ha would receive two units. This partial concept has other
advantages to students which are described later in this chapter.

In an attempt to develop a plan which would provide the maximum potential for the
immediate improvement of output, the president suggested that each full-time teacher carefully

study the potential output of one of his classes. This plan is at the heart of the institutional
objectives approach; and it was rust put into effect under the title, ''The Experimental Class
Plan." The title, unfortunately, led to misunderstandings of the intent of the plan. The term
"experimental class" gave the impression that the output of this class would be compared with
the output of all other classes taught by the instructor without any adequate control elements
such as Matching of students and teaching strategy. So, a new name was given: "The Sample Class

Plan for Protecting Output and Constraints."

In the plan, each instructor was asked to pre-select one class as his sample class. All of the

To reduce the risk of producing a self-serving statistic, instructors were encouraged to
confirm their measurable course objectives and precise grading criteria with teachers at other
institutions. Also, the grade point averages of students who transfer to four-year colleges and
universities are carefully compared to see that grading standards are maintained at the local

community colleges.
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classes in college would have been treated the same way if there had been time enough to do so,

but by selecting a different course taught by each teacher each semester, all courses could be
studied every two years. The term "sample class" successfully conveyed the idea of each teacher
and his administrative representative** selecting a small number of stu:2.:nts to develop a strategy

designed to improve the output of the whole institution.

At the end of the second week of the semester, each teacher and his administrative
representative" conferred regarding one of the teacher's sample classes. At this conference, they

discussed the results of the pre-test given to these students, and any other available data, which

might give clues to the learning problems of the students and help identify major obstacles to
learning (or constraints) that might keep all students from completing the course and achieving
all cours.,, objectives.

The teacher and the administrator discussed ways to help reduce constraintssuch as changing

the teaching strategy or even asking the counseling office to transfer some students to other
classes when pre-test results indicated a need for remedial or prerequisite courses.

The administrative representative and the teacher then discussed steps which could be
accomplished by administrative action to help reduce other identified constraints.

By the third week of the semester, the administrative representative prepared a summary

report including course titles, numbers of students enrolled, a prediction of the units which the
students will earn, and the projected grade averages for the classes. In addition, agreed-upon
constraints, beyond the scope of administrative representatives and faculty to reduce, were listed
as irreducible constraints. The list of irreducible constraints was presented to the president during
a conference with the administrative representatives the fourth week of each semester.

At the end of the semester, the teacher and his administrative representative analyze the
results of the students' achievements in the sample class, based on grades earned in accordance
with the grading plan, and on constraints. Reports on sample class output are presented in writing
to the president and to the teacher.

The conference process is reviewed and revised as needed annually. After reviewing and
evaluating the process, the staff believed

that the following outcomes were achieved:

"All administrators including the college president and the vice president in charge of
business affairs are assigned a panel of instructors to serve as an instructional coordinator. This
relationship includes much of the administrative work which in a larger institution would be done
by a department head.
1?.-

I
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Class drops were reduced by determining the causes of withdrawal and by eliminating
the need to withdraw. Special assistance was provided to students, including tutoring,

special counseling, and individual assistance based on the students' needs, thereby
significantly reducing the withdrawal and failure rate.

2.

Instructors learned more about students at the beginning of the semester and tailored

instruction to the student's individual needs through special assignments or partial
credit for students.

3.

Studkts achieveilmore objectives and earned higher grades. By having objectives and
grades verified, teachers can justify any distribution of grades given such as all passing

grades. The normal curve, which forces unnecessary competition and frustration can
be eliminated.

4.

The constraints that administration could reduce for selected classes were identified

and the administration reported to the instructor on the follow through; i.e., more
library resources, physical plant adjustments, funds for tutors.

5.

The constraints that the teacher could reduce for his class were identified and the plan

for reducing constraints was incorporated in the teacher's professional objectives. At

the end of the semester, those that were accomplished were reported; e.g., a new
diagnostic test was developed, or new teaching methods were introduced.

A list of projected and confirmed constraints for the whole institution was developed.
These constraints were beyond the control of the college or instructor, at least within
the current semester. Some were listed and verified so that the public did not expect
the impossible from the college; e.g., student withdrawals due to relocation or illness.

Other constraints were listed with a price iag attached so that the trustees could
determine whether additional resources could be obtained to further reduce these
constraints.

7

Students who expended only slight effort were identified and techniques to help them
increase their effort such as the human potential seminars were devised.

The Human Potential Programs

The staff of Mt. San Jacinto College took the position that a viable management by
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objectives system for .n educational institution cannot be developed without identifying the
most significant constraints and planning a program to reduce those constraints. This step is a

crucial aspect of a management by objectives system. A list of identified constraints was
developed and incorporated into the college's institutional objectives report. and a plan for
reducing the most significant constraint was developed. At the end of the first semester of using
the sample class plan, an overwhelming majority of instructors and their administrators identified

-"lack. of motivation of students" as the principle constraint.
The president called several knowledgeable people around the country asking if they knew

of programs designed to assist with the problem of poor motivation. One suggestion was the
Human Potential programs being developed in several colleges and universities. The program was

explored, and people associated with the program were brought to campus on several occasions

to describe the process to the staff and to eventually train staff volunteers in the utilization of
the process.

The original program had limitations affecting its utility at Mt. San Jacinto College. Under

the leadership of the dean of student personnel, the staff studied a wide variety of similar
programs and eventually prepared the SelfActualization by Group Process.* In addition, the
staff prepared training manuals for group leaders, manuals for instructors using the process with

their students, and manuals for the students or participants to use. The process has made a

significant difference in the empathetic regard faculty members have for each other and for
students. Student participants have, in a large number of cases, shown improvement in manyeffort

factors which influence motivation. The faculty has expressed approval that the resources of the

college could be rallied to reduce a significant constraint which they had identified. Another
faculty identified constraint led to the establishment of a new and touch more extensive learning

laboratory for teaching reading improvement and basic writing. Thus, constraints were not only
identified; they were reduced for the direct benefit of both faculty and students.

Projecting Anticipated Output
The sample class projections are used as guidelines for projecting the anticipated output for

all classes. This gives a method for calculating the unit cost for the output of each instructional
department. If output is'*going down rapidly from the previous year then a reason is sought. As an
*This positively oriented group process includes: life style assessment, verification of assets,

imaginative exploration, identification of values, choice making, best moments, identification
'

response, self disclosure, reaffirmation group planning, and a plan for self-actualization.

5:5
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example: for each of the last three years, the output of units earned by students in foreign
language classes has consistently gone down. The irreducible constraint ht;re is the national
downward trend in numbers of foreign language students due primarily to removing language
requirements for many college majors. The information, thus, made available makes it possible to

make a better analysis of various alternative actions which can he taken to cope with a rapidly
rising cost of instruction in one department. If costs per unit earned increase disproportionately

for a given department, then the faculty members and the coordinating administrator can seek
the cause and try to remove the cause. An example of how this functioned occurred when the
photography department increased its advanced offerings. The enrollment in advanced classes was

relatively small in comparison to beginning photography classes. lo solve the problem, the
instructor developed individualized instructional me'dia, permitted both beginning and advanced
students to enroll in any and all classes, and to progress as rapidly as possible to Meet the course

objectives. This meant that, because beginning and advanced students would he in the same
classes, all classes would have full enrollments. It also meant that if some students dropped out of

a class, it would be- possible to enroll a new student in the middle of a semester. The change to

individualized, continuous progression education significantly increased the output of the
photography classes and reduced the cost per unit earned. This change probably would not have

been accomplished if both administrator and faculty member had not been looking at costs per
unit and had not been looking lot ways to reduce these costs.
The faculty-administration conferences on sample classes is the principle method used at'Mt.

San Jacinto College for setting objectives and determining constraints on instructional programs.

How the Institutional Objectives arc Reported to the Trustees and to the Community

The institutional objectives for the year are reported to the boar

of trustees,al their:

October meeting. These objectives have been formulated by faculty'niaadministVioif and
recommended by a vote of the faculty prior to their submission to the trustees'. Another report is

Made at the following August or September meeting of the trustees' where the objective
"achievements" are presented. In the October report, an estimate cost per :,;;tit for each subject

taught is included. In the August report, there is a statement of actual costs per unit earned by
subject matter. The costs presented represent the direct costs only which include salaries. fringe
benefits and supplies. Other costs are reported for service functions as total amounts, e.g.,
community service ¶64,211.)

Faculty members had expressed concern over the possibility that determining costs for
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subjects might cause trustees to disapprove of the teaching of high cost courses. To try to dispel

this concern, the following paragraph was included in the Forward to the institutional objectives

report:
"There has been some concern expressed by educators throughout the nation since the term

Management b9 objectives was first applied to education that, should costs vary widely between-

subjects, management decisions might be unduly influenced by the cost factor. The philosophy

of the institution, stated at the beginning of this report, should establish the framework for
making management decisions including the factor of cost. The statement in the philosophy, "

, we pledge to provide instruction in the widest practical range of academic, occupational and

technical fields to serve the needs of individuals and the communities, sets the basis for
management decisions."

The college administration and faculty agreed that no report of institutional objectives and

their achievement can expect to depict all of the services rendered to students or to the
communities served. By making an effort each year through evaluating and improving the report,

the staff believed that more precisely measurable institutional objectives will be identified and

utilized, and the program will. ultimately be changed to better serve the students and the
community.
Because management by objectives reports have been viewed by some legislators as a means

of evaluating staff, faculty concerns were frequently expressed regarding this eventuality. The

forward of the report to the trustees included the following three paragraphs bearing on the
constraint variations associated with any one group of students and disavowing this management
by objectives system as a means of staff evaluation:

The reader is cautioned to make special note that this document includes in its title. the
words INSTITUTIONAL OBJECTIVES. No one instructor nor administrator. with the poSsible
exception of the superintendent, can be held personally accountable for any one class section

output or one course output. There are too many human variables associated with the input
factors (the students) to be able to identify, classify and make precise judgments about the
constraints which apply to any one group of students.

The institution, when taken as a -whole and with its measured output statistics cohiparcd

from year to year, can show the instructors, staff, trustees, and the communities served. the
'extent to which progress is being made toward meeting the institutional objectives in is more cost
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effective manner. The degree to which the trustees hold

the

superintendent ultimately

responsible for the output of the institution as a whole should determine his accountability for
these results."

These statements were taken seriously by the trustees, and management decisions made

based on the data provided in the report did not subvert the avowed intent to resist using
management by objectives in faculty evaluation. Faculty support for the management by
objectives effort rallied as confidence that the data generated would not be improperly used was
confirmed.
The final step in the management system was the educational audit.

Educational Audit
The measurable institutional objectives approach to management by objectives, even with its

statistical reporting of measurable output and cost figures for courses and programs, represented

only a staff report made to the governing board. Despite its attempted objectivity, it still lacked

the element of credibility desired by legislators and by a segment of the public, The
administrative staff felt that the credibility could be improved by having an outside audit of the
achievements identified in the objectives report. The college president presented to the trustees a
plan

for nominating and selecting the educational auditor and for outlining the audit

specifications.

He proposed that a panel of four or five individuals with wide experience in community
college administration and with earned reputations for professional independence be nominated
by the administration and trustees. He suggested that a letter outlining the specifications for the

educational audit and including the maximum fee to be paid, be sent to all nominees. In the
replies requested from the nominees, they were asked to indicate their interest in performing an
audit and to propose an hourly fee to be charged for themselves, for their professional assistants,

and for their clerical assistant. The president proposed that the chairman of the trustees interview
the candidates and recommend to the board of trustees one nominee as educational auditor.

After this procedure was followed, an auditor verified by sampling the output records which
were being prepared for the trustees. The auditor and his assistants interviewed about one-third

of the college faculty and checked college records for measurable and currently unmeasurable
course objectives, verification of objectives, and precise grading plans. The auditors reviewed the
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total institutional output records for total units earned, measurable objectives for student
personnel work and for community services rendered. The auditors also sampled or completely
verified all other statistical records included in the achievement of objectives report.

At the board of trustees mee(ing in August where the "Objectives Report" was discussed,
the auditor reported his findings and made recommendations for improving the record-keeping
and reporting systems.

The local newspaper reporters present asked questions, commented on the "report" and the

audit. Subsequently, they wrote favorable news stories about the efforts of the college to
implement a .management by objectives system and provide an educational audit. The news
coverage was given a prominent place in the local press. Trustees and administrators were of the

opinion that the favorable publicity, focusing everyone's attention on improving output and
reducing constraints, and the additional data made available for management decisions, made the

effort worthwhile.
In Retrospect
There has been widespread concern about what is being purchased by taxes paid to suppgrt
institutions of higher learning. The measurable institutional objectives system provides a carefully_.t:

documented and audited report of the college output and the costs for achieving those
measurable and currently unmeasurabie objectives. The program has provided students with a

"fail-safe" instructional system. where they can succeed, if they try. The students know the
course requirements for each unit to be earned and the specific grading criteria. They know that
grades will be awarded on a fixed set of criteria with no grading curve being applied. Students are

aware that the college is organized to be responsive to their needs: that whenever possible,

instruction will be tailored to their individual differences so that they may complete as many
course objectives as possible. Thouph the Self-Actualization Group Process students are helped to

better understand themselves and to participate in education in humanizing ways. They also get

to know their teachers and peers on a personal basis prough this innovative motivational
technique.
tt

Advantages of the institutional objectives system to faculty are highlighted by the fact that
teachers now have a regular opportunity to identify constraints which keep their instruction from
being as successful as possible; and they have a commitment from the adn3jnistration and trustees

to try to reduce these constraints. Another advantage, is tifat the system gives them a regular
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opportunity to have others become aware of their accomplishments. The instructor has an
opportunity to set realistic objectives for the output of his sample class or all of his classes, to

work toward those objectives. and to experience the sense of accomplishment when the
objectives

achieved.

The measurable institutional objectives approach has furnished trustees with an organiied
method of looking .krt Ike output of educational programs along with the constraints. The costs of

programs and cost of constraint reduction

is

also available for careful consideration. The

comparison of costs of *courses by categories from year to year shows what the cost trends and
iit-put trends have 4)*en, over several years and -affords additional information for policy

decisions. iv sy,;-0.1" reminds trustees that policy decisions arc first based on the philosophy or
mission statement Of the college and are then based on the most cost effective teaching strategies.

If tru,..teesqvt

that educational output can be increased by constraint reduction or

increased capacity': they have the necessary facts to justify to the electorate a tax rate increase.

Administrators Cind

the system advantageous in fulfilling their role as leaders of

instrtt$Onal :improvement. The conference sessions with instructors provide a means forirpprovin

instititfional methods'and techniques. At the end of the semester, the output
and constraint verification discussion provides an opportunity for both

aCc011lphs nient

administrator' ari:(1 instructor to sharpen their perception of the learning process,
.

The prir,cjptc disadvantages of the measurable institutional objectives approach are the extra

time and Fork the system requires of administrators. The approach also runs the risk of any
-system which identifies program costs - that of having raw cost figures used in making policy

decisions Withdta feg.,thl to identified constraints or without regard to the underlying college
philosophyhniS'sion statement. By niakang a management by objectives report available to the
public and 'io.111e'press, there is a risk that some raw cost figures will he taken out of context and

used to make the program at the college look like it is unwisely using public funds. At Mt. San
Jacinto Colle.g.tbese concerns have been recognized as real, but they have not inatcHaiized. We
think this is possibly true because the system has been initiated gradually over five years, with the
public and the press being constantly informed.

It is hoped that other community colleges will adopt all for part) of the measurable
institutional objectives approach_t

promote the development of a

tanag.ement by objectives; and, by exchanging information,

Quctive system of measurable and currently unrneasurable

institutional objectives. The staff of Mt. San Jacinto College feel that we have a system which will
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not only improve the cost effectiveness of community college education, but inure importantly.
prpvide more effective educational programs for students.

CHAPTER IV
THE PARTICIPATIVE MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES APPROACH AT
COAST COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT

The main idea underlying the management by objectives program

the Coast District is

that educational management in the community college can be substAlt

irnproved by uniting

the scientific dimension of management and the human dimensionnite

t Uist

based on two primary assumptions. First, that management by otjedi

the_besi present-day

efforts are

repreintation of science-based management. Secondly, that the genuine Involvement of the
people in

t1-,e

educational community in the management process constitutes the best

representation of the human dimension of management. Combining management by objectives

and participative management provides the basis for humanistic management in the Coast
Community College District.
Orange Coast College, established in 1947, and Golden West College, which opened its doors

in 1966, currently enroll approximately 45,000 students in all programs. Combined staff include

562 full-time instructors and 37:administrators. The colleges serve the southwestern portion of
Orange County, California, including the cities of Costa Mesa, Htintington Beach, and Newport

Beach. The area is densely populated encompassing over 400,000 people within a wide

sOeconomic range. Agriculture, manufacturing, and mcreation are primary industries. The
racial distribution in the district is 2 per cent black,, per cent Mexican-American, and 90 per
Cent Caucasian, and the colleges' enrollment patterns ate similar.

The use of educational objectives began in the Coast District perhaps not unlike similar
beginnings in colleges across the nation. A few instructors taking graduate school courses in
writing course objectives, an enterprising dean of instruction offering fa
evaluated on the basis of their course objectives, and an awakenin

1

'option of being
by district staff in

supporting such efforts were the first signs. These were followed by faculty fellowship awards to

encourage the use of objectives, by training programs in the writing of instructional objectives,
and by in-service contracts giving salary schedule credit for innovative teaching programs utilizing

objectives. All efforts were voluntary and resulted in 70 per cent of all instructors employing
objectives in the courses they taught. Despite thn accomplishment, a major component was

missing. A major portion of the institution was organized to march forward in a systematic
manner but there was no clear agreement on the direction they should go. Instructors had their
objectives, but some of their administrators had neglected to write theirs. Further, there were no

bo
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agreed-upon systemwide objectives to relate to the instructional objectives, a situation found in
many community' colleges across the nation. The problem was clear enough; objectives were part

of a hierarchy which began not with instructional objectives, but with a guiding institutional
mission statement; systemwide objectives ended not with course objectives but with unit, even
with lesson, objectives. There were, of course, not only instructional programs which needed
organizing and system, but_ also support programs, including the administrative, which had the
same need. It was this need, then, that set the stage for the humanistic and participative program
of management by objectives now being implenQnted in the Coast Community college District.
Coast District's efforts to implement participative management by objectives was the result

of a major project aimed at increasing the effectiveness of educational management in the
nation's community colleges. These activities began in May of 1972, with a three-year grant of
approximately 5410,000 from the W. K. Kellog Foundation to Battelle Research Institute's
Center for Improved bducation, The program is being carried out in cooperation with the League
for Innovation in the Community College. Goals of the program are to dev,:lc)p a planning and

management model for community colleges, to demonstrate the model's effectiveness in actual
use in three league districts (Brookdale Community. College, Cuyahoga Community College, and

Coast Community College District); and to implemem the model nationally through conferences
and workshops.

.

The Major idea underlying humanistic management is the application of management by
objectives within the context of participative management. The functions of management in the
Coast District include planning, programming, budgeting, and evaluation. Taken together, these

.,, activities should form a decision-making procedure leading to the efficient allocation of resources
to achieve specific objectives.

Incorporating the lluman Dimension

How does the educational manager make effective use of this rational approach to
management? The application of management by objectives to education without consideration
for human feelings, desires, and values could well to niore harm than good. Some suggestions for
uniting the participative dimension of management are presented below.
Selecting a Coordinator

The identification and selection of the individual \du) M ill guide the implementation of the
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program in the colleges was the first significant step in the process. Important considerations in

making this decision included establishing the need for such a position, identifying desirable

characteristics and skills, examining methods by which the selection was to he made, and
determining the responsibilities and functions with which the coordinator was to he charged.

The remaining major steps in the process itself clearly indicated the need for establishing
this position. The coordination

of the efforts involved in making the institution really

accountable wv-re made the full-time activity of the person selected.

It would have been relatively sin pie to assign a business manager, a systems analyst, or even

an"efficiency expert" to the task. There can be little question that a knowledge of planning,
program analysis, and budgeting was a necessity. However, management by objectives required

the participation_ of staff members, students, and citizens from the community. Much of this
participation conies in the form of writing objectives and in choosing alternative ways of reaching

those objectives. It was important, then, that the individual selected for this position have the
skills of motivating people and the ability to develop in those participating a sense of confidence

in both him and the project. Participants had to feel that goals selected were their goals; the
means for reaching the goals was designed by them; and that they, as members of the college
"community." would evaluate their own success at meeting the goals.

The primary function of a coordinator for accountability was to organize and guide a
planning team in its efforts to attain participative management using specific objectives.
Organizing the Planning Team

In getting the planning team oft' to a productive start, there were several necessary steps:
first, potential key members were identified; next. the possible contribution of each was analyzed
before seiection: and, finally, strategies were developed for the initial meeting of the team.

Identifying initial members of the planning team was a function of the coordinator. Though
he sought advice from various administrators, instructors, or students, the structure of the team
was designed by him. Subsequent additions or deletions, however, resulted from a decision of the
group.

Si'e was an important consideration when establishing a planning team. Multi-college
districts haVe greater difficulty than single campuses. Yet, faculty, students, and administrators or

supportive staff, as well as the community at large and the board of trustees, were represented to

bk
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insure full participation in the acceptance of the process. The necessity of training in the use of
management skills did limit the team membership.

The following is the membership of the planning team at Coast Community College District.
An analysis of the valve of each potential member is also included:

I.

Whereas it is important not to permit the office or

President of the College

personality of the president to inhibit discussion or action of the planning team, his
participation in activities, such as setting goals and developing program structures, can
assure his acceptance of necessary subsequent changes.
2.

College Officer for Business Affairs

Although accountability involves program

planning to meet college wide goals, it also involves cost accounting, and ultimately,
cost effectiveness. The college business manager or equivalent can identify existing
structures for gathering financial statistics or can help implement new ones.
3.

Dean or Vice-President for InstruthQn
college

community

are

Clearly, a large number of persons in the

directly responsible

to

the

Instructional

supervisor.

Instructional costs represent the greatest single exp-nditure of the budget. This
particular individual can offer great benefits in encouraging the development of specific
objectives for college instructional programs.

4.

College Officer for Educational Planning or Development

This administrator can

contribute expertise in evaluation, new costeffective program development, and in
identifying state and federal resources.

5.

Director of Extended Day or Evening College

For effective management, college

facilities must be utilized efficiently as many hours and days as possible. Frequently,
extended day or evening classes are under separate funding involving special rules, thus
necessitating this administrator aL a member.

6.

Faculty Association President or Senate Chairman

It is important that the chief

elected officer be the team member. His influence as the chosen spokesman for faculty
concerns can b: significant value in allaying fears and encouraging participation.

7.

Student Association President

'
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8.

Support or "Classified" Staff Association President

9.

Board of Trustees Representative

The board may ultimately be asked to approve
changes In program structure and in the means by which resources are allocated. The
early participation in the implementation process facilitates their approval.

10.

Coordinator of Accountability
he is guiding

The role of the coordinator will be a difficult one as

a group whose members possess divergent points of view and

backgrounds. His ability to instill the feeling in the members that they are members of
a team all trying to reach a common goat will be his most significant contribution.

The initial meeting of the planning team was of crucial importance to the project and so to
the coordinator. Some members of the college community were offended because they were not
selected for the planning team and others were offended because they were. It was extremely
important to announce the first meeting with a personal letter suggesting that the individual was

a key member, absolutely essential to the success of the project. A brief summary of the
advantages of accountability to the college was included with an explanation of why Coast
planned to implement it.
At the first meeting several tasks were accomplished. First, everyone was made aware of the

potential and particular contributions of each member. Then, the specific activities of the
planning team were discussed. The following are functions for the planning team:
1.

assists in administering educational needs survey;

establishes institutional goats with priorities on basis of needs survey and other relevant

data;
3.

designs program structure;
helps staff members develop program objectives and evaluation criteria;
estimates available resources (multiple year);

.

7,

coordinates program analysis and preparation of program budgets;
recommends resource allocation;

to
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8.

assesses program performances as budget is executed; and

9.

prepares a public report and reviews institutional goals and program objectives for
revision.

If

The importance of continuing membership on the team throughou

e project was stressed.

As indicated in the analysis of the selection of members, each was in

pivotal position to bring

about the implementation of the concept in this particular area. Philosophical and emotional
commitment by planning team members helped develop the same attitude within those whom
they represent. Finally, a significant but unmentioned function of the first meeting was to permit

those who feared accountability as a threat to existing programs or an inhibitor to the
development of new ones to express their concerns. It gave the opportunity to the coordinator to

emphasize the greater participation in management of resources that will result from
Implementing accountability. And, indeed, it provided the opportunity for top management to
express their commitment to the broadening of decision-making powers in the expenditure of the
budget.

Participative planning is not an easy process. It is a time-consuming approach, and the
planning coordinator found it extremely difficult to achieve a community consensus on the
statement of systemwide objectives. The resulting benefits, however, proved that the entire effort

is worthwhile. As a result of active participation in planning, staff members, hopefully, will be
motivated to work toward achieving the objectives because they participated in the development
of the objectives.
Assessing the Needs

Most community college administrators will assert vigorously that their college or
multi-campus district has its goals already stated in the most recent accreditation report.
Unfortunately, regardlessof how well-written Coast District's goals were, they frequently
suffered from the lack of some 'significant element. They were often not specific or did not
permit measurement for evaluation. For this project, the definition of a goal was a broad
statement of purpose to be achieved by society but to which the educational system will
contribute by attaining related objectives. Whereas an objective was a statement of an outcome of

a program which will contribute to the societal goal to which it is related. Objectives were, in
fact, the sub-steps to be performed to reach a goal. As we shall see, measurable objectives are very

important to programs in the program structure evolving in our efforts to implement
management by objectives. They must emerge from programs that are expressly designed to meet
G,4)
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the systemwide goals established by the institution,

An effective way of establishing goals or for determining the validity of those already
existing is to perform an assessment of the needs the college must meet. Some tested needs
assessment survey forms were available which required relatively small sampling. The one used by

the Coast District required that seven separate groups from the college "community" be
surveyed.

Careful administration of the survey can greatly enhance its successful use as a means of
establishing priorities. Each member of the planning team was responsible for administering the

version of the form suitable for the group he represented. Care was taken not to code survey

forms or force everyone to participate. The form should be returned within a few days of its
distribution and follow-up telephone calls or memos can be used.

Should

another

form

of needs assessment

be

desired

or more helpful,

different

administration techniques would be appropriate. It is important that the form used dOes not
preclude the discovery of previously unknown needs. Another tested needs assessment form is
available from the Educational Testing Service of Princeton, New Jersey, The Delphi Technique

also may be employed to discover "needs" as perceived by members of the campus
"community," institutional research, and advisory committees. It may be. of course, that needs
are already expressed in college catalogs, board policy manuals, or faculty handbooks and need

only be found and carefully articulated. Merely to determine how well the college is meeting

existing well-known demands suggests that the existing structure is satisfactory but is not
efficient. It may well be that new programs to meet previously undetected needs should he added

to the present programstructure, or, of course, same programs may still be in the structure even
though there is no expressed need for them.

Basically, the survey used by ('oast will indicate:

1.

.

to what extent the college is meeting various needs considered appropriate for the
community colleges:
to what extent these "appropriate" needs are applicable to the college:

the degree of importance the members of the college "community" attach to need's
now being addressed:

too
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4.

the extent to which present efforts to meet these needs are being successful; and

S.

the degree of importance attached to needs not presently being dealt with.

This data can be applied to two distinct questions in any efforts to establish systemwide goals:
I.

What existing programs should be revised or deleted?

2.

What new programs could be planned to meet needs not now being addressed?

To answer these questions:
1.

The needs suggested in the survey can be ranked by the degree of importance the
"college community" members attach to them.

2.

The effectiveness of programs in meeting these needs can be addressed.
Needs not now addressed by programs can be identified.

4.

Programs not presently meeting any expressed needs can be identified.

Data analysis was presented in a report to the planning team members along with other

relevant data which enabled them to make major contributions to the formulation of the
college's mission statement and systemwide objectives. An opportunity for involvement was
provided through a series of meetings in which the various groups expressed their different points
of view concerning the objectives. The desired end result was a clear statement of the mission and

the systemwide objectives, arrived at and agreed upon by these representatives. The following is
the mission statement and the several supporting systemwide objectives now collectively agreed
upon by members of the Coast District educational community.
Mission Statement for the Coast Community College District

To provide an environment which enables students to discover their learning through
self-fulfilling activities into intellectual, social, and cultural growth.
Systemwide Objectives for the Coast Community College District
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I.

to provide a program of transfer education

2.

to provide a program of adult continuing education

3.

to provide a program for career education

4.

to provide a program of community services

5.

to provide supportive services enabling a meliltifr of the community to pursue his
personal educational objectives

6,

to provide a program for cultural and personal enrichment

The planning team will work together in analyzing three existing programs, Including both
educational programs and support programs. Each program will be evaluated in terms of its
contribution to the systemwide objectives. Plans are made to either modify or eliminate those
programs not contributing to the college's objectives. A note will be made of those objectives for

which no programs exist. Obviously, there are many "constraints" involved here. Tenured
faculty, for example, may need retraining so that new subject areas may be taught. Staff
development programs, may also be needed, but the constraints do not justify the continuation of

programs where there are virtually no students enrolling because of changing environments in
fouryear institutions or in the world of work.
It is hoped that the planning team wilt generate ideas for the development of new programs
and the modification of existing programs. The planning team is expected to work together in
integrating the total array of programs. These programs, along with the objectives, will be
organized within a systems framework

as an integrated whole.

This approach to programming has several important applications for the district. First, the
rational structuring of programs will make them compatible with the overall management by
objectives process. Second, the involvement of a wide range of people in the programming
process can lead to many innovative ideas for program improvement. Even if only a fraction of
the ideas stand the test of critical evaluation, thi3 can still be a worthwhile effort. Third, it may
be necessary to eliminate certain job positions as a result of scrutinizing existing programs against

newly stated objectives. This does not mean, however, that the individuals filling these positions
will lose their jobs. If they are contributing to the college's objectives, they will be transferred to
different positions.
'k.;
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Determining a Program Structure
When needs are assessed and appropriately related goals outlined, they can then be used as

guidelines for examining the college's existing program structure. A program for this purpose was
defined as a series of independent, closely related services and/or activities progressing toward, or

contributing to, a common objective or set of allied objectives. Coast District is presently at this
point of prop .101 examination in its implementation of participative management. The planning

team is working toward the development of a program structure which will permit program
analysis, Three "pilot" programs fitting the definition just given have been selected for analysis:
biology, in the area of transfer education: secretarial science, in the area of career education; and
counseling, in the area of support services.

Several techniques are possible for determining a program structure:

1.

A program structure can be established by examining major activities of the institution,
such as teaching reading, performing administrative functions, providing food services,
etc.

2.

The existing organizational chart for the district can be used as a base. The duties of
each person listed will also offer a structure of activities which can be grouped in
programs.

3.

Models from other institutions are also possible guides. These are usually by subject
area, physical location, or instructional level, such as freshman. sophomore, junior, or
senior.

Obviously, the pre'Sent program structure, whether it be organized by activities, divisions,:
departments, or degree programs could provide the basis for an analysis of the costs of each of its

parts. This, however, would suggest that all programs addressed one or another of the district's

needs and that all needs were addressed by one or another of the district's programs, This is
-probably not the case. Therefore, a careful study of the goals and their priority ratings may offer
-valuable information about the necessity to revise the existing program structure,

The program structure is the basis used by analysis to generate, organize, and display
information about the activities of the district. Yet, such analysis may only indicate ilia.: it costs
S 1.400 per student per year to take part in a training program in graphics as opposed to $300 for

one majoring in English. This kind of information, without the input from an assessment of needS

keg

and ail

of goals, can easily testa( iii erroneous dNiSiOn-tod1014'. ,.%11 0.10..11V0 ;PialysiS

requires the assurance that the present program structure is one that eJtlses systemwide pals to
he attained, even though some goals may be more expensive than others.

Another important value of determining a program structure is that it provides the basis for
bringing together all ()I' the elements of accomitability. A program structure will permit display of
objectives showing the eosts of programs working toward attaining them. and evaluation data by

program. Sub programs or activities can be analyzed or compared with others in different it'eas.
Specifically, the program structure should: I I I display information important to decision-making

about the use of resources, and l

establish a data base that will permit cost effectiveness

analysis within each program. liach of the pmgrani structures purposes can be accomplished by

establishing a classification scheme that groups the organization's activities according to the
objectives that each activity serves. Within the resulting taxonomic framework, information can

be brought together on resource requirements, cost outputs, and benefits of all the activities
carried on by the organization.
Program Analysis

.

Community colleges clearly differ in typical existing program structure from the fouryear

or graduate institution. These colleges Ire generally organized by discipline and their accounting
procedures are related to degree programs. The community college addresses litany student needs --

that are unrelated to the acquisition of a college degree. in addition. support services assist all
disciplines, as well as counselors and administrators. NOV programs 31-1: frequently added to meet

new needs in the community. The following example

is an

"activity -centered" program

classification structure typical of many conimimity colleges. It is used by Coast and other
California community colleges for the collection of cost data to be allocated to certain activities

designed to further instruction in the community colleges. This kind of "reporting" is virtually a

--requisite for any examination of program structure. if costs can be examined on this or sonic
similar elassilication of activities, there is a framework for display of data slum ing costs .perprogram. 'Ube "base case" ,assessment affords a display of existing programs against Yylich we can

align our systemwide objectives to determine which programs are addressing which objectives.
Before this can be done to advantage, however, sonic sott 01 basic indicators will he established
for each objective so that it is possible to measure the degNe to which the institution is successful

in attaining objectives. "these "indicators" are relatively simple to derive from the objcetiveS
established, and, once established, they lend the kind of specificity that is required in most
definitions of the term "objective." Working from established systemwide objectives. the
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planning team can determine objective indicators. Selecting, for instance, the following objective

from those established by Coast. the planning team might create several indicators fo?
measurement:
I.

Systemwide Objective: to enable students to get their first two years of higher education at
low cost, and be able to transfer smoothly ...and successfully to a four-year school.

There are two major guidelines in this objective: "Low cost's and "be able to transfer smoothly
and successfully." Here are sample indicators that might help determine if the requisites of low
cost and ease of transferability were being met:
Indicators:

I.

nurnhlr who get in lour-year school of first choice
number who desire to transfer

=

expressed in
percentage

average F T E student cost of instruction

national average cost in two and four-year public colleges
3.

number actually transferring to four-year colleges

number completing transfer requirements

4.

number of credit hours acceptef
number of credit hours givent,

expressed in
percentage

%ePre

centa e

Each existing program, whether instructional or siipk:orkwill Contribute to one or more of

the overall institutional objectives established. Each objective has one or more performance

indicators to aid in measuring the degree to which it is being attained. Obviously, programs
contributing to these systemwide objectives will need to have their own program objectives
measured. These should strongly suggest specific activities in the program that will clearly help

reach the level of performance indicated for the various institutional objectives. Tile setting of
program objectives is the most direct answer to the key questions of accountability: "Where do

we want to go and how do we get there?" In order to make the establishment of program
objectives meaningful and ti permit later program -analysis, priorities will be set among them.
Evaluation, which subsequently enables those in the program to see how well they are attaining

'objectives, will permit the possible revision of priorities or the additionor deletion of certain
program objectives.
0

When the first program objectives are completed, they will be reviewed by the planning
"7
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team. Planning team members have participated in one or another of the "objectives" workshops

and, so, should be qualified to review these objectives for the criteria specified. It will he
Important for the planning team to be as generous as possible in this first review. Subsequent
revisions will improve the objectives, and care should be taken to preserve a positive attitude in

staff members, many of whomawill be writing objectives for the first time. Once the planning
team decides a particular set of program objectives has reached a minimum level of acceptability,

they will recommend them to the board of trustees for approval. It will be helpful to have the
board take the time to approYe each set of objectives separately. Staff morale in the programs

where objectives are qceuted, and staff motivation in the programs stilt developing objectives,
should both be signifkatn INnproved.
The development and approval of program objectives is, of course, probably the single most
significant step toward making an educational institution accountable. However, when resources

are matched against budgeted items designed to meet these objectives, there is likely to be too

few resources and too many objectives. Very likely, the systemwide objectives reflect the
traditional expectation of citizens that schools are responsible for all of their students moral,
educational, and cultural development. Educators often validate this assumption by overstating
their objectives.

It will' be necessary to establish priorities among the objectives developed for programs. The

program participants will have the first opportunity to attempt this difficult task and should be
able to take advantage of the priorities previously established among the institutional objectives.
Naturally, sonic resistance will be encountered. Budget cuts under previous budgeting techniques

have been made arbitrarily by the pesidents or chancellor. Now the planning team will be making
recomtnendations to the chancellor for submission to the board of trustees based on its analysis

of program efforts to meet institutional objectives, Some competition will obviously result. The
) advantage gained is that the decision-making process for the allocation of resources will; (I) be
' shared by a learn representing all staff, and (2) be based on the merits of each program's efforts

to contribute to the attainment of common institutional objectives.

Again, it will be necessary not only to set priorities among program objectives but also to
determine some commonly acceptable bases for evaluating the degree to which those objectives

are attained. Those ranking high in priority will likely be those to which greater resources are
allocated, and therefore, particularly significant in the district's efforts to be accountable.

1
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Eva litatioo

Evaluation will be even less popular than setting priorities. Staff members resist assessment,

frequently legitimately, because of poor evaluation criteria or the inability to measure the effects

of certain learning activities. What

is

helpful in overcoming these objections is common

agreement on the methods of measuriny, success in meeting the program objectives. As previously

discussed, each systemwide objective has "performance indicators" which help to measure the
degree to which the institution is reading each of its objecilves. It is possible to determine similar
performance indicators for program objectives.

To begin this process, it will be helpful to gather as much available evidence as possible. Test

scores. records of student attainment of particular learning objectives in a class, the statistics as to

the number of transparencies made, syllabi printed, purchase orders processed, or even meals

sersiederin all be shown to contribute toward reaching properly stated performance indicators.
However, it is better to reach common agreement on these indicators among the program staff
members and the program directors than to have them established by the planning team or the

program director alone. Consultants provided by such organizations as the Battell Research
Institute of Columbus, Ohio; the Rand Corporation of Santa Monica, California; or Oovernment

Studies and Systems of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, can help considerably in this regard with
workshops for staff and planning team Members.

Whatever indicators emerge, it will

be

preferable to monitor progress toward their

achievement during the academic year. Program staff members will establish, for each program,
when and how often this should occur. There should be sufficient evidence available no later than

the time that decisions will be made regarding the allocation of resources for the next year's
budget. Checking on progress during the year, however elementary the process, will permit

adjustments to be made in activites that are not working successfully. And the surnmative
evaluation will enable planning team members to be better informed when making decisions
regarding the allocation of resources for next year.

Who, then, are we suggesting should evaluate? Everyone who is 14[1 of a program should

have an opportunity to participate. Staff members will be encouraged to develop techniques for
selfevaluation. Program directors will monitor progress toward meeting performance indicators
developed within their programs, and the planning team will analyze the evidence provided it at

the time of allocating resources. In addition, commercially prepared performance tests such as:
nationwide

reading

or mathematics achievement

13

tests are,

of course, available. They

I

(4)

unfortunately. do not reflect focal conditions and do encourage the mechanical process of
"teaching to the test" and probably should not b used. It is likely that instructors or support
staff members will not accept imposed standards of measurement any inure readily than imposed

objectives. Whatever indicators are eventually utilized, it

is

extreiu

important that the

evaluation system result from a cooperative et fort.

Participative Budfeting
The partitikative approach to budgeting at Coast will proceed in the following manner:

The planning team, consisting of administrators, program coordinators, and faculty is

given the responsibility for drafting the overall budget for the college. This group is

given a thorough orientation in the college's budget, including past expenditures,
expected revenues, and constraints imposed upon the expenditures of various funds.

b.

Those individuals responsible for the various programs will assume the responsibility

for organizing their particular budget reques3. Alternative levels of funding are
requested for each program, along with a delineation of how the different levels of
expenditures are expected to contribute to the accomplishment of grogram objectives.
Program coordinators work with their staffs in drafting program budget's.

c.

The planning team will proceed to match the budget to the p

m requests in an

iterative manner. A "first-cut" will be made at allocating ,the bu4et to the various
programs. Adjustments will then he made until a satisfactory match beRweil tiudgcr
requirements and estimated revenue is achieved. Particular levels of expenditures for
the various programs are selected on the bask of systtnwidt. objcct

as well, as demonVrated need ("Bottom
between

the

("roll Down")

'A high l,grce of communiiation

planning committee and the progranCerrdinators

is

anticipated

throughout this process,

d.

After the overall budget is organized, the planning team is expected to make its
recommendations to the chancellor for submission to the board.

As with participative planning and participative programming, partieivative budgeting is a

time-consuming process. One major obstacle in the process, of course, Ole

difficulty'

in

obtaining agreement among the many different individuals participatim.4 the process. It is likely

that the majority of the individuals, will emphasize the importalf' of their own particular

1q

programs or program elements, regardless (31 the specific systemwide objectives that have been
established.

This proposed approach to budgeting should result in definite benefits for the district. First,

the budget Is linked to programs in a rational and systematic manner, which should lead to a
greater likelihood of accomplishing program objectives and, in turn, systemwide objectives. A
second and equally important benefit is that adininistrators and faculty will be working together
as a team in relating budget to programs.

Participative Evaluation
The Coast District has yet to move toward the kind of evaluation necessary in implementing

any management objectives program. It is anticipated, however, that it will involve several
activities and components.

A major requirement for implementing a niariagnient by objectives system Is the
establishment of an information system. The information system is used in collecting, analyzing,
and disseminating information for use in evaluation and decision making. Such a system might be

very simple in design (and require only manual operation) or be quite complex (and require the
use of a computer), depending upon the size and needs of the college or district. Feeding

the

Information system should be two broad classes of information: (1) details of the plans, and (2)

descriptions of actual accomplishments. The details of the plans would inlclude progrant
objectives, descriptions of programs and program elements, and budget allocations. Descriptions

of actual accomplishments are obtained from faculty, administrators, students, and the general

community by systematically surveying their perceptions of actual accomplishments. Also
included should be any objective data related to actual accomplishments, such as student test
scores and records of student performance (with the stipulation being that these data are related
to program objectives).

Evaluation wilt be carried out by comparing actual accomplishments with desired outcomes.

Faculty and administrators will need to answer the following kinds of questions: (I) Which
objectives are being achieved? (2) Which objectives are not being achieved? (3) What factors seem

to be contributing to the success in accomplishing certain objectives or to the failure in
accomplishing other objectives? and (4) What should be done to improVe future performance? As

a result of this continual evaluation, modifications might be made in the objectives. in the means
of achieving the objectives, or in the budget allocations.
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This process should be a constructive approach to evaluation, During the evaluation process,

it will become clear when objectives are not achieved. The primary emphasis, however, will be
-placed upon reducing discrepancies between actual accomplishments and the desired outcomes in

order to improve...student_learning rather than on individual 30:oniplishrunti or failures. This is
the theory behind the management by objectives approach being implemented over a three-year

period in the Coast Community College District. There may be many adjustments necessary as

theory becomes practice, but clearer goals for the colleges and more effective and efficient
educational programs for students should be the result.

Summary

This model of humanistic management being implemented in the Coast Community College

District is not proposed here as something in addition to what college aliMinistrators are now
doing, but is proposed as another way to perform their jobs. It is proposed as an alternative to
present management practices.

Humanistic managetnent calls for a special type of leadership in the educational system. It

requires leaders who arc effective human beings, who have a good grasp of science-based
management, and who are able to bring about genuine cooperation among all groups in the
educational community. This is a big order, but the need for accountability measures and the
importance of the educational enterprise demands it.

The effective application of humanistic management should produce a number of benefits
for a community college:

First, the use of management by objectives should have a liberating effect on the entire
college. 'Mystery, confusion,

and

uncertainty

can

be

replaced

by understanding, open

communication, and a rational arlproach to decision making.

Second, the college should be able to demonstrate to the entire community that it is being

accountable. It demonstrates this 1.Lcoantability by clearly communicating its objectives, by
systematically investigating alternative means for achieving the objectives, by allocating its budget

on the basis of clearly established objectives, and by reporting to the community the results or
evaluation and plans for improvement.

Third, humanistic management can show the democratic process at its best. Here we must
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agree sith Frich Erumtn when he says: "I'roposing methodv 0.1'41cl/ration by participation aAnsW

the reritall:ation of the democratic procesc, It is based on tlu tom.letiott that ilmerlcan
democracy tim$t be strengthened and rerimli:cd or it will wither away, It cannot remah Away,"

ClIANTR V
MANAULMLNT BY OBJECTIVES AND FISCAL PLANNING

Overview

Most efforts at improving the art of managing higher education have not yet integrated fiscal

and academic planning. The many planning and management tools developed by the National
Center for Higher Education Management Systems (NCI IFM,S), for example, have been directed

at analyzing utilization and cost of college resources, Only recently has the center begun to
specifically explore the difficult area of outcomes. The center has not yet developed tools for
simultaneous analysis of outcomes or benefits and the costs of alternative college operations,
Many Mons at implementing planning, programming, and budgeting systems in higher education

have not been successful because they fail to provide for this integrated treatment of planning
problems, In traditional fashion, these efforts have been directed to t I% less difficult, though still
staff-consuming, task of identifying program costs.

Lou often, academic planning is carried on without regard to cost implications or operating
constraints. Carefully developed academic plans are frequently termed "wish lists" and discarded

without exam illation of possible alternatives. At the other extreme, academic planners may
restrict their activities unduly by imagining fiscal constraints which, in fact, do not exist,

Symptomatic of this is development of oily those plans and approaches that are "fiscally
realistic." In such situations, the full range of innovative approaches to community college
ethication, constrained only by delivery system technology, may never be completely developed.

Fiscal planning often proceeds without regard to the subtleties of academic planning. An
extensive exercise in setting and developing instructional objectives is wasted if, due to fiSeal

constraints or efforts at "cost minimization." plans are rejected without further analysis. More

useful planning results when both costs and results of only partially attaining objectives are
examined. In this way, analysts explicitly convey trade-offs between results and dollars among
policy alternatives to policy makers.

-Elie approaches to management by objectives reported in Chapters III and IV suggest that

even existing approaches to management by objectives may not provide the comprehensive
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benefit-cost

analysis

needed

for college planning decisions.

The "institutional objectives"

approach utilized at Mt. San Jacinto provides for examining costs per unit credit of enroliment or

attainment. The development of specific course objectives and measurement of student
attainment then provide a reasonable proxy by which potentially useful cost benefit analysis may

be conducted, particularly for evaluting program effectiveness. This. hovo:ver, does not provide

an explicit mechanism applicable to the necessarily before-thefact context in which planning

must be carried out These data do, however, provide a basis for examining alternative
instructional strategies and selecting those preferable

an essential element of academic

planning. The "participative" approach of the Coast Community College District calls for analysis

of college resources needed to .meet program objectives, thus facilitating decisions about
alternatives. As yet, however, specific procedures have not been developed for such analyses.

Planning, in contrast to the budgeting process described in Chapter III, frequently proceeds

without known cost constraints, The amount of funding eventually forthcoming may well
depend upon the persuasiveness of planners presenting program alternatives for meeting
objectives.-

In addition to questions of "how much" or "how many" college programs for how many
dollars, there is also the question of "who" may benefit from such programs. This concern is
normally articulated in terms of access or equal opportunity for community college educaiion.
While there has beep great concern about who is afforded access to college programs, the issue is

seldom integrated explicitly with planning of programs and alternative ways of delivering those
programs to the community.

This chapter relates techniques for developing objectives to fiscal planning, emphasizing
programs and access, i.e., benefits and equity. A variation of the usual cost-benefit analysis is
suggested for purposes of explicitly treating qualitative as well as quantitative college objectives.

This information and analytical framework relies on specified objectives developed under
management by objectives. Preference orderings of feasible alternative program and resource
mixes are constructed. In this way, the basis for comprehensive planning is developed to conduet

academic and fiscal planning simultaneously and provide community college decision makers
with relevant information upon which to base rational decisions and evaluate consequences.

Information systems development and analysis require college resources which themselves

ate expensive. Consequently, many community colleges will probably want to engage in ad hoc
decision analysis rather than develop a very expensive program budget, much of which is not used

during each planning cycle. Indeed, many small colleges may be unable to commit the capability
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required to maintain information systems needed for ongoing program budgeting. These same
colleges, however, may develop information sufficient for effective management by objectives
efforts, integrated as needed with fiscal planning.

The suggested ad hoc analyses relate in a practical way to decisions which allocate and
deploy college resources to meet desired objectives. These decisions may be required annually

(salary decisions), more often (purchasing and inventory decisions), or less frequently (new
program decisions). Whatever the frequency, college staff conducts such anilyses as needed for
specific decision problems.

In order to deliver community college education effectively, there must be accurate
assessment of those community educational needs and preferences that are within the college's
capability. There may then be definition of college objectives for meeting needs and the required
management decisions can be identified. Next, design of feasible delivery systems and fiscal plans

takes Place, Finally, there is decision and implementation. This approach encompasses the basis

for later evaluation and the full cycle of planning, programming, budgeting, implementation, and
evaluation is accomplished.

Management by objectives helps relate these efforts and aids in improving community
college management capability. Indeed, management by objectives appears to be one of the few

(possibly the only existing) tools available to facilitate benefit-cost analysis in community
colleges. The greatest obstacle to such analysis is the inability to measure all of the outcomes or

results of college programs in the same dollar terms that measure college resource use.

Management by objectives avoids such difficult measurement problems in a way that still
provides college decision makers the information needed for effective planning and prograniming
decisions.

Proposed Approach for Integrating Academic and Fiscal Planning

To be useful, an approach to integrating academic and fiscal planning should overcome the
output-measurement problem, include concerns about student access. and recognize the need for

simple, explicit presentations to managers who have limited time and information at their
disposal.. To do this, we suggest a ranking approach incorporating several tools basic to
management by objectives. This approach modifies traditional cost-benefit analysis and raniss
alternatives, according to three criteria essential to community college decision making:

Nr.
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I.

benefits or outcomes (sometimes termed program quality),

2.

costs, and

3.

access.

Correct planning solutions result only from simultaneous consideration of all three criteria.
The decision is clear if one alternative is preferred to others according to both benefit and cost

criteria and satisfies the access criterion as well. Unforunately, the three criteria are not
necessarily always compatible. For example, it may be that increases in college effectiveness
(benefits compared to costs)'are obtained only at the expense of decreasing access, or vice versa.

Decisions should be constructed so as not to force decision makers to subjectively weigh the
access criterion against the effectiveness criteria.

Sut;pos'e, for example, that costs and funding arc fixed before-hand. it's possible then that

improvements in student access are obtained only at the reduction of benefits or outcomes per
student served. Ideally, alternatives should be constructed so as not to force decision makers to
make such trade-offs. Such choices, if necessary however, should be explicit, rather than implicit,

as is so often the case in existing planning efforts.
if costs are fixed, college managers should attempt to satisfy as many desired objectives for
benefits and access as possible.Civen fixed program objectives for benefits and access, managers

should select the least cost Means of meeting those objectives. Frequently, however, major
planning decisions do not have specific cost constraints. Therefore, a useful decision model
should handle problems in which values of all three criteria may be varied,

In the following, we describe

I.

how college managers may arrive at a decision once the three rankings of college
operating alternatives are developed, what the decision means, and why it may differ
from that thought to be preferable;

2.

factors important in esoma Om, costs for each alternative

3.

use of management by objectives to asses`; possible outcomes from each alternative
developing a benefit ranking;

developing a cost ranking:
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4.

factors important in analyzing access and estimating each alternative's impact on access

to college programs afforded various subpopulations of the community

developing

an access ranking; and

5.

a simple, hypothetical case example in which this approach is used to arrive at
decisions about a community college program for the aging.

Reaching a Decision

Suppose staff has completed analysis of several college operating alternatives, designated A

through E,euch developed for the same set of college programs but satisfying program objectives
in different ways. Resource requirements, probable costs, expected results and accessibility of the

program alternatives to students are analyzed for a multi-year period. The following rankim, are
presented to decision makers to consider:

Costs

'( Ratio to)

Benefits
Bene

Alternative

Access

(Most preferred: 1,

lowest cost

(Most preferred: I,

]cast _preferred:

alternative)

least _preferred_ _5 )

A

5)

3

1.3')

5

B

2

1.30

2

C

4

1.35

1

1.00

4

1.40

3

1)

E

'

1

5

Alternatives A and E are discarded because they are weak under all three criteria. Staff estimates

alternative D will result in relatively high program outcomes (benefit ranking of Dat low cost (it
is the least cost alternatise) for those expected to enroll, but reduces access for several

community subgroups. If alternative D better satisfied the access criterion, it would likely be
selected. Alternative B ranks high (2) in providing access and is the next preferred alternative

according to benefits and costs. Additional thought on the part of both analysts and decision
makers seems required. What happens if D is modified to satisfy the access criterion? If the resulting

cost of "modified D" does not exceed 1.30 and the estimated benefits ranking is not disturbed,
modified D appears preferable. However, what if the cost of modified I) is pushed over the 130

level of B or the benefits ranking for D revised so that it is no longer the most preferred? Or,
what if 1) cannot be modified to do a better job in providing access? In each of these cases, the

decision maker must decide if satisfying the access criterion is "worth" the decrease in

?2_
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effectiveness (benefits less costs) implied in choosing B, rather than D.

The other alternative that might be considered, in view of its "showing" with regard to the
access criterion, is C. Again, this consideration requires a subjective trade-off among the three
criteria based upon the judgment of the decision tnak2r. No approach can remove completely the

ambiguity present when access, as well as effectiviness, is relevant. Subjective judgments by

decision makers are still required; particularly since each of the three rankings is in different
measurement units. The rankings, however, indicate explicitly points where conflicts develop
among the criteria and the approximate value (s) decision makers implicitly assign to access and

benefits when making a particular choice. If the college educational process is a worthwhile
investment, benefits exceed costs and the benefits ranking carries more weight than the cost
ranking.

This approach accomplishes two things. First, academic (benefit) and fiscal (cost) planning

occur simultaneously as they must for optimal decision making. Second, access to community
college education becomes explicit, in contrast to its current status: an implicit and ambiguous
element to which policy makers frequently pay little more than lip service.The appioach would be

used primarily for major decisions about college policies and programs, particularly where
specific policy objectives are not yet selected. The adproach may be used also for minor decisions

after some modifications.

Decisions about internal or technical efficiency should be distinguished from those about

effectiveness, a subtle but important difference.* A community college may teach drafting (or
any other program) in the most efficient manner possible, using the latest media and, an optimal

mix of faculty and instructional aids, and, be internally or technically efficient at teaching

drafting. However, if few students want to take the program and there is no demand for
draftsmen in the community, region, or possibly even thxughout the state, then the college is
not effective, even though technically efficient.

Effectiveness, by contrast, requires the additional step of deterMining that combination of
transfer and occupational individuals that is "best" for society. Best, in this sense, combines (I)
the educational preferences Of individuals in the community, and (2) the apparent needs of the

'The term effectiveness is used to describe *hat is normally defined as "economic
efficiency." This includes serving the educational tastes and preferences of the community as well
as conducting college activities in a technically efficient fashion.
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community and society in general for the two kinds of education. Suppose that a management by
objectives exercise of needs assessment, objective setting, and staff analysis indicates that roughly

equal numbers of college-educated occupational and transfer individuals satisfy both preferences

of individuals and needs of the community, region, and state. Of a group of 800 students,
education of 400 transfer and 400 occupational individuals would then be both technically
efficient and effective, Education of 600 transfer and 200 occupational individuals would not be
effective even though technically efficient since the college is conducting more transfer and less

Occupational education than the community prefers or needs. Production of 300 transfer and
200 occupational individuals wouldn't be either technically efficient or effective.

College managers should consider effectiveness, not technical efficiency, when deciding

which alternatives to pursue. The criterion of effectiveness cannot be satisfied (except by
accident) unless the needs and preferences of the community I'm community college education
are

well articulated. Needs assessment and specifying objectives

within management by

objectives provides this articulation. Indeed, it is doubtful that the effectiveness of a community
college may be determined without resort to the basic initial steps of management by objectives
or similar procedures emphasizing community needs and preferences.

Even if policy makers determine how their college may be effective, however, this is only a
part of college objectives. Colleges also extend and redistribute economic and social opportunities

to individuals by providing them access to an education. This objective is termed providing equal

access or equal educational opportunity. Low student charges and liberal admissions policies
extend college educational opportunities to individuals who, for various reasons, would not have
such opportunity if community -?.olleges did not exist or existed in a different form. "Open door"

community colleges stress equal access by admitting students without employing the usual
barriers of age, previous academic performance, income, and location. Consequently, community
colleges face considerations of guidance, counseling, remediation, and costs of attendance unlike

those of "four-year" institutions.
Equal opportunity is not subject to the usual effectiveness analysis. Rather, it is analyzed by
less precise, but equally important, equity conditions. These are measured by improving access to

college programs for particular socioeconomic subpopulations of the community where such

opportunities did not exist previously. This requires explicit recognition of varying individual
needs, preferences,' capabilit ies, and backgrounds. Objectives for access relate not so much to the

effective handling of certain numbers of individuals, the "how many"; but rather, to the
equitable handling of certain kinds of individuals, the "who."

8

Efforts at improving college planning and decision making need to recognize not only
whether or not community college education is provided effectively `but also by whether or not it

Is provided equitably to all individuals of the community. Decisioill are complicated if staff
experts can't present analysis and recommendations. so that lay btards of trustees who set policy
may understand the options available. Resource allocation decisions may not tie based on reality,

but rather the decision maker's perception of reality as he interprets the informatiOn. The
decision is then so based and implemented ssith the result that perception becomes' operational

reality.

',Feasible options must be presented to decision makers in simple; explicit, and jargon-free

terms. However, data for planning decisions are estimates and projections, seldom, if ever,
certain, Thus, another complication, uncertainty, arises, Most individual decisions are made under

some degree of risk or uncertainty, whether the individuals he chief executive officers, lay hoard
members, or voters. In each case, there are combinations of anticipated possible conditions and

college policy alternatives of courses of action, each of which may be assigned a value by the

decision maker. This assigned value is analogous to the benefitcost calculations discussed
elsewhere in this chapter. The decision maker or analyst assigns a probability to each possible

condition. Most community college decisions are made under some degrtre of uncertainty
depending on how staff andpolicy makers feel about a condition actually occurring.

Ranking Alternatives According to Cost

Ranking alternatives according to cost, from lowest to highest, requires projections of
various kinds of costs, both public (tO the institution) and priVate (to the individual). The,
projections depend upon the length of the pinning, period and care must be exercised to include
only those costs incurred during that time. Cost ranking proceeds only after alternatives 1131.'e

been developed arid their resource requirements defined. Various aspects of costs with which
analysts need to he familiar when exat airing alternatives include the following:
Public Costs

A college's public program costs rely on estimates of resource's required for college
operations and the market prices applied to those resources. The mosCobvious program cost, of

course, is that for current operating activities of instruction and community service. For most
community colleges, annual operating costs per student exceed 51.000. 13y contrast, capital
expenditures for instructional and community servicevef a c Rifl es ma y he as little as S200 annually
.
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per student when the life of facilities is considered. Although they cost less. the facilities
investments, particularly in the implementation of new programs. is nopolunii.
A seldom considered kind Of public cost is due to the presence of college iiro;,irais, and is

borne by the commimity in general: t I) possible inereases in local lax rates due to removal of

facilities front the potential local tax base; (2) increase in police, fire, and other local services
brought about by the preXenee of the college program; and (3) the implicit costs of the time and

effort of community individuals in the promotion of college-related objectives, ranging from
voluntary leaching to the expense-paid efforts of individuals who spend inordinate amounts of

personal link% Included is time spent responding to kiticstkirmaircs, partieipating in planning
committers, and promoting programs and/or funding proposals.

Private Costs

Accurate cost estimates require consideration of private costs as well as the politic costs of
college attendance. Private costs, the major portion of total college-costs, include; (I) the value of
earnings and leisure a student must forego while he is enrolled; and (2) those direct costs such as

tuition and fees, books, supplies and Materials, transportation, additional or perhaps inure
expensive housing, etc., which an individual would not incur it he were not a student. Normal

costs of room and boarki and other so-called out-of-pocket living expenses are not usually
_attributable to community college policies or programs since individuals would incur such
expenses if not enrolled. '..yp.ea.
Typical community' college information systems needn't contain data on
private costs. More likely, such costs are developed in relation to Wk:Cilik: :6tC11,11 lVeS in out ;rd hoc
fashion.

Fixed and Variable Costs

The costs of any alte.rnative should

be

the "opportunity costs" resultine from

its

implementation, Opportunity costs arc the salute of those activities or opportunities that must be

foregone to implement an alternative. Such costs consist of

basic components: I I) variable

costs, and 12) fixed costs.

Variable costs are generated by resources whose quantity can be adjusted or changed during

tine planning period. Fixed costs, by contrast, are generated by resources whose quantity cannot
be adjusted during Ihe planning period.- Whether resources are fixed or variable depend,.upon the

length of the planning period. For the typical one-year operathig hudget plan. most of the-
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community college's physical plant is fixed as are certain staff, due to long-term contracts or
other semi-permanent employment arrangements. Other staff, particularly those under part-time

or temporary employment provisions, are a variable resource. For a longer fiveor ten-year
planning period, most resources are variable with the exception of that physical plant and
equipment inherited from a previous planning period. Cost analysis must include both fixed and
variable resources. Costing the variable resource is easier than the fixed resource because the

latter's period of service extendsgibnd the planning period. Generally, the amortization cost of
the fixed resource should be used; i.e., that portion of its total acquisition cost correctly charged
against the planning period given the life of the resource.

Total, Average, and MarO_nal Costs

Total, fixed, and variable costs data allow derivation of marginal and average costs. Cost
rankings of decision alternatives generally use total data. However, some planning problems need

marginal and average data as well. Eor-iivmnple initial equipment and other fixed costs in drafting

may be extremely expensive, while the variable costs of adding additional students to the
program are minimal due to increasing sizes of course sections, and perhaps because those in the

drafting program may not exteAgively use library resources, student services, or other supporting
services at the

college

to any

significant degree. The average cost for each student is high

while the marginal cost of each additional student is low. As students are added to the program,

the imr act of the fixed cost becomes less important until the two costs (marginal and average)
are equal. College managers usually must make decisions about increasing or decreasing program

size at points where marginal and average costs are not the same. It is essential to know the
approximate difference between the two measures, even though it is more difficult to measure
the marginal or incremental cost.

In contrast, a decision to establish or terminate a drafting program is normally based upon
total rather than either average or marginal cost and benefit data. Decisions on efforts to achieve
broad college objeCtives such as enhanCing the educational experieaces of the elderly would also
use total cost data.

Cost Units

The

choice of units in which costs are measured depends largely upon the problem. If

programs involve only instruction and not other elentlints of the college operation (the extreme

case), student credit or contact hours are useful unit br quantity indicators. Proposals involving

8`i
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both instructional and Float nstructional costs and perhaps also utiliting community" facilities are

cast more appropriately in terms of- costs per full.timeequivalat student or iwr head county
student, the former having been adjusted from the latter for the extent of student part-timeness.
Units, such as costs per degree or certificates granted, popular in four-year institutions may

be misleading for community college planning. Even the cost per completion, with completion
defined imaginatively, is likely to miss the mark since even those failing to complete a program

probably benefit to a certain extent. Excluding. them distorts the ecostbenefit analysis by
understating the benefits.

It is possible, however, to use the student credit unit as a measure of,output so long as the

credit unit is not defined in the traditional sense. For example, Mt. San Jacinto College allows

partial credit for most courses offered. A student may earn one, two, or three traits in a
traditional three-unit course by achieving, certain measurable and unmeasurable objectives

specified by the instructor. The use of unmeasurabte objectives generally incorpcirates the
affective, as well as cognitive, elements of college instruction. A student who masters one-third of

the course content receives appropriate credit, rather than nothing as he would under traditional
credit and grading procedures. Thu's, lot Mt. San Jacinto, the credit unit measures output since it
is defined in terms of the skills and attritCrites added to students taking courses.

Direct and Indirect Costs

Another popular but sometimes misleading distinction

is

that bePriAln, "direct" and

"indirect" costs. One definition suggests those costs easily attrrinita hie to college programs are

direct while those more difficult to attribute to the program

requiring proration or allocation

are indirect. The criterion is, thus, the energy of college staff. Another definition labels
instructional costs as direct and noninstructional costs as indirect. This apparently refers to
classroom expenditures, since the library, counseling. or admissions and records efforts all have
their own direct and indirect expenditures. 't he direct-indirect definition appears to he a function

of the particular planning problem* ;Ind of general use primarily for certain institutional funding

situations, such as the Vocational Education Act program, where federal ;rants .proside
additional overhead funding based upon indirect cost calculations.

How Costs Differ Ainong_Alternatives

A cost ranking requires estimates of how costs differ 11) from one proi:rani alternative to
another, and (2) from year to year. Private costs of foregone earnings and opportunities, while
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the major share of total cost, may vary little from one alternative to ;mother, though sometimes a

student inay have to forego

income and /or leisure more under some alternatives than under

others. Differences in private costs are more likely observed for transportation outlays. parking
fees, housing, and extraordinary subsistence.

Some proposals may change private costs due to changes in public costs. Tor example, the

tendency to place more reliance upon tuition and fees when public funds are short does not
change total cost. but simply shifts the burden. Other shins are More subtle. Regional planning
and location of certain programs may result in savi114 college funds by eliminating duplicate, high

low enrollment programs. However, private costs for students !nay increase because they
must commute farther or move from their parents' home to attend a program given by a college
that is in the region but not within commuting distance. there college t public) costs decrease and

private costs to the student increase. Such eost starts differ from program alternatives which
increase the technical efficiency of the eollege by decreasing the total resources and funding
required to turn out a given number of desired optcomes. increased technical efficiency may
come about for various reasons, including improved educational technology resulting from new
methods, better organization of the college, or increased scale of operating activity.
Cost Prediction

Planning requires cost isredielion. Most efforts begin by estimating future enrollments,
applying enrollment: faculty ratios and faculty: supporting staff ratios, than applying salaries and

wages to resulting stall counts. Facility and equipment utilization standards based upon the

number and mix of students in various programs usually provide the basis lOr facility and
equipment estimates. In snug colleges, these estimates usually are dune by hand. However, these

and oilier colleges may:find it useful to employ one of Ow several cost simulation models now
available. 1 hese models, normally computer driven. estimate resources required under differing

assumptions about operating policies, i.e., student: faculty ratios, student:space ratios, etc,

While these models are helpful. several problems remain. Total future enrollment must be
estimated. hvcn the mode!, with student flow components deal only with 1110Ventelli within the
College.

lire user most pros ide data on rates at which students move. 1.nrollment growth has

slowed and attendance patterns for both traditional college -goers and formally noncollege-goers

,Ire changing. thus. estimating total future enrollment ant the character of first-time enrollees is

perliaPs the most dittruill ;ask laced by college planners. In addition, none of the simulation
models include pray

Jr,,,,.4#,Wit May vary among planning alternatives; 11(.4 are the models

constructed to handle future changes in college organization or nontraditional delivery systems in

I
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which students' attendance patterns are (ludo different and noricollege facilities used to a much
greater extent.

Ranking Alternatives According to Be,

Outcomes

This section describes the various kinds of college benefits or outcomes and the problems of

measuring such outcomes. Specified objectives. developed in the management by objectives

approach, appear to he

a

promising way to solve many: Illl.`:MINITICalt problems. Specified.

objectives are useful in constructing the qualitative ranking of alternatives according to expected
outcomes.

Types of Benefits or Outcomes

College education "adds value" to individuals in the way of skills and capabilities necessary

for participation in society and for effective performance as members of a labor fora serving that
highly technological society. This value added

to the human capital of specifie individuals

results in outputs or benefits accruing over a lifetime both to the individual who received the

education and to society

in

general. Benefits accruing solely to the individual are termed

"private," those accrning to all individuals in general are termed "social," "collective." or
"public."
Additional lifetime earnings, sOCidi arid cultural amenities not available to those without
collqe education, and the personal satisfaction derived while attending college provide measures

of private benefits. Social benefits are less definitive, but thought to include: improvements in

communication which facilitate political and market processes, reductions in public costs for

crime prevention, welfare, etc.; increases in civic, charitable, and cultural participation; and
improved formal education of children by better- educated parents.

A third category of benefits are also public or collective, but do not result from formal
instruction. Rather, these benefits accrue to a community from the lucre presence k)f Il c college
program(s) as generally distributed economic and social benefits to

in the vicinity: of college

prorollls.
Problems of Measuring Benefits

Measuring benefits or outcomes in a valid and timely way is a major difficulty fur college
planning. Additional lifetime earnings which result from a college education have been measured

ke,
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illy, 11%.'1, 110 gliailtitaIRC nie.nlncs have been developed for the

With !With' ,strews.

other components of on sate benefits our for Natwill :Inv of the soiad benefit componeo,ts.

Many of these boletus oc,Iiie both to indis 'duals .old lu suoet

user the entire lifetime 01

individuals who attended i:onmuntitv colleges. I sen rf quantitatise measures or indices were

available, the job of gathering statistics would Lose

noinN grass that results wouldn't br

available for decisions which must be made in the Ilea future. rherefore, indirect or "proxy"
measures must be utilifed. Such measures concentrate On the notion of "value added," desiribed

by the "skills and Capabilities- imparted to students undergoing the college program.' These
proxies have the advantage of being measured during a student's attendance.

slith proxies. Genitally, they fall into

There have been 11111110'00s attempts at spesity
three categories for community colleges:

(I I generalised and speciali/ed development of

individual skills and attitudes, the benefits of which are reahied largely after college. 2{ benefits

accruing to students While enrolled. and (31 benefits accruing to the community, Asim I I 972)

deYdOpS a useful formal dichotomiring "student outcome:' into cognitive and atleillvt., each
measured by behavioral and psychological data. Wallhous and Nlieck I I9731 ILIN't' produced a
similar taxonomy for the National ('enter for Higher Education Slanagement Systems. Whatever
output proxies are used, analyses and decisions must recognwe that they arc Just that, practical,

but indirect measures of final output,
Benefit Prediction

Proxy measures for benefits can be used to amity re and esaluate on-going or collIpkted

efforts. For this, they are relative, measuring ( I1 student development between two points in
time, sometimes termed "testing in and testing out, or I 21 groups of students in different college

settings or even different colleges. Such evaluation Is useful lor des ision analysis, Planning
problems, however. require a set of expected benefits or outcomes fioin the prligram alternatives

to be ininlemented

Its

the future. l he appropriate LAmirdri:on Is hay.ccil alternatives, not

between points in time or between colleges.

The suggested analytical approach produces an Todinal Tonkin, of oncinotises aciilding to
the expected value of benefits resulting from ca..h. WInle this requires subie, use Judgments, the

effort is useful if systematically pursued by stall .ic,oiihne to ground rules knoWli to and
endorsed by college policy makers.

USitl* llle SreCifted ObjeitiVes (torn %IallagitIlint by Its

i

CIii c'
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Staff 111.0 ietet any number of methods to sysfernansally estimate benelilsur outcomes.

Studenttelates1 benclits of out,,,mes, for example, are a lum Itnn of both institutional :Ind
student cliaracteroliss, both of srshi,..11 ale atte(b.,1 In dillerent +Ads., by thirelent pility and
program ,ilternatises. 1 he shegesleil solution relies upon

tises si',e,dlied m the management

intS lur rash

by ()Nes:Uses etier.tk. 1 he IllanagefltiAlt by nhtct (IVO

of the management Inerarsh .4. dew
obit:Oise, are then used to Illeaalri.' antiuptled outcomes
I I

and, with greater speidlicatiiinfurni
eximined. This is a 'before-1h

t

L0111111;111

y,lltl,llel

dI ciri

t

1\11101 Catil alternative is

estimate of the es.tent to Mud) each ,dternatise

satisfy,
ohik.ctiver,

or pittctIrly satisfy, the set of chiestises. Seseral Les Inihnies for rear lung

base been described. Regardless of the techniques used, inarriv.ets, tasulty. the Li-immunity. and

ot etch ohicoise vrior to amity mr .liternatIN

students should agree On the

An ohjectise discussed in ( hapter

Ilrt Cue scars'of

secs ''I

higher education at loss sus!. secure in the knossledge that they ss,II be abk 10 transfer smoothly

and successfully to a

greater specilisation for plastie,11
are suggested to be.
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RLI1001."
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specilic 0Ni:dives for costs and .n..coss may. he utili/ed when ranking alternatives under

those criteria. 'I he desired result. irrespective of method used. is a list of alternatives on a scale
from "uncu

t

preferred.' to least pref.:Lied." acconling to a set of objectives or outcomes and

analytical technique for ranking ajiiieed to beforehand by all participants.
Ranking Alternatives ,kecording to Student Access

The third criterion for decision making deals:lib student access. Similar to benefits and
costs. access nay he .inalyzed by numerous techniques. We suggest one alternative, in which
satisfaction is measured by whether a policy alternative increases, maintains. or decreases access

to community college education for various socioeconomic subropulations in the service area.
Other methods may be equally useful. but the factors to be considered will likely be used under
any method.
Community Subpopulaiions

Several guidelines are available to divide a college's service area into SUbpOptll

l0/1S

or

coin. jiitinity groups. One possible guideline is the properties of the family unit and their effect on
college attendance. Social - psychological dynamics arising from the family's social-class position

and parents' slues and aspirations operate to influence the child's expectations and ambitions. A
family's socioeconomic stains seems to influence all other factors it the question of who goes to
college; first, economically and second, in terms of the family's values. expectations. ambitions,
arid aspirations for its offspring.

All those factors correlate significantly with housing. Thus, community subgroups could be

developed as mutually exclusive geographical groups each made up of households where
individuals exhibit characteristics that are relatively" homogeneous. Theoretically. one could
examine access for each household in the Sack's.' argil, lint this is not feasible. Consequently. it
seems best to hold community groups to a Manageable number. perhaps a doien or less, and
a nalyte access for each group.

Community' groups may he aggregations of 1970 census data on "tracts," "enumeration
districts:" or "blocks" for population and housing characteristics. Other data may he useful,
particularly that generated by u ity. county. and regional planning agencies.
The suggested access analysis first requires review of the accessibility of community college
services to the

various population subgroups. Proportions of potential students from
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socioccononucall) homogeneous neighborhood, arc idenidicd as being

111 admitted. and (2)

e0311pletell Specific prollont..

1 he 1070 census eontains a question about college level attendance. It should he possible.
front district enrollment data, to tie enrollees to local addresses aggregated by community groups.

Observations on full or part-limeness, day or night attendance and the distribution of students
among programs would then be possible, Constraints that operate within each community group

and contribute to above-or below-average college-going rates are identified. For example, is it

or some combination of the four
constraints that coasts individuals in community group 1'5" (not) to take postsecondary
primarily individual, institutional, financial,

.

geographic,

education, particularly at the local community eollege? Are all or some of the constraints more
important in their impact on "going" rates in one area than in another?
Barriers to Access

Any obstacle perceived as a 1%111 kr by a pOtelltlal student IS a battier worthy of attention.

Barriers range from the absolute
relative

lack of a college within reasonable traveling time

to the

cumbersome admission. procedures. Mortyn's conceptual scheme (Marlyn. 10661 to

identify barriers cites four major barriers: (it financial, (21 academic, 131 motivational, and (4)
geographic.

Financial barriers include both direct and indirect costs to the student such as tuition. fees,
v.

book costs, room and hoard. clothing. transportation costs. and :foregone income. Included
among the academic barriers are factors of poor preparation and low previous pertormance in

addition 10 constraints associate.] primarily with the institution such as the possible cultural
biases of the counselor;. Outer academic harriers such as the impact ot high school counseling,
college admissions, financial aid and entrance testingprocc:dures. ii I the reading levels of the

necessary admissions forms may all constrain access i

Motivation influences

attendance through peer group and parental stimulation. recognition or the potential student's

past achievements and influence of ethnic community. identity. Gcograplue harriers include
actual distances to campus and tat 10r1 snicli as weather did topography attesting transportation.
The Ranking

Community' subpopulaiions are defined arid the existing access and harriers identified for
each group. Planners then may analyse the possible impact of each proposed alternative upon

access for each subpopulation group. Results of this analysis could utili/e a matrix in Minh. for

q1
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example, five program alternatives, techniques for delivering college services, are analyzed with
respect to their impact on each of six different community subpopulations:

Program Alternatives

A

C

B

D

E

It

a

b

t

0

c

socioeconomic

subpopttlation
...

o

c

T

t

0

o

o

o

f
where, a program alternative increases

di%

T
. maintains 0, or decreases

0
o

0
access for each or the

community sub lopulations identified.

Thus. alternative A increases access for suhpoputation h, reduces access for those in
subpopulation c, and has no apparent impact on those in d.

Suppose college managers feel the access criterion is satisfied if an alternative does not
decrease access for any subpopulation. The following evaluations and ranking result from the
above example:

Alternative

Sit isly Criterion?

A

no

li

s es

Rank

4

1

no
es

ot

3
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Alternative C scene prefeired from the perspective of student access, 13 is only slightly less
:lreferred, the difference being that it does not improve access for subpopulation e (and C does).
B and C have-similar impact upon access for all other subpopulaiions.

Like 11w benefits analysis, this effort is subjective but useful if explicit, structured, and
conducted in a consistent fashion. Questions of access to community college education normally

include both the possibility of attendance (the college-going choice), and the kinds of programs
available once the individual enrolls. In this approach, however, program availability is examined

in the benefits analysis so factors influencing the individuals' college-going decisions are the
important factors for access.
A Case.F.xample: Programs for the Aging

A simplified and hypothetical case example illustrates the ranking approach. Staff performs
the required preliminary analyses and needs assessment. programs a manageable set of feasible
alternatives, analyzes these according to the three criteria (benefits, costs and access) and presents

the result to college decision makers. The choice may not always be that expected, as depir led in
the example.

Community College X explores initiating a new program for the elderly residing in its service

area. No such programs exist currently. but college staff working with local planning agencies
estimate that 65-year-old and older citizens will increase from 10 per cent to 30 per cent of the
area's population during the next three decades due to the attractive housing and climate of the
area. Tlp 50 to 65-year-old age group, many of whom are early retirees, is expected to increase

similarly. Most of the elderly are scattered throughout the community's urban area, although an
increasing number reside in mobile home parks, condominiumdevelopments, convalescent homes

and hospitals, and other types of senior citizen developments. It is anticipated that most of the.
increase in elderly population growth will be located in such developments.
Needs Assessment

Assisted by elderly volunteers, staff completes a survey of the educational needs and
preferences of the elderly in the area, finding interest in a wide range of possible college
programs. Desired programs arc 'hobbies, recreation, personal development, certain avocations,
pre-retirement guidance,

and needs-oriented human

services

such

as

transportation and

employment opportunity information. Courses most frequently requested cover basics such as
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preparing income tax returns, health for the aged, consumer concerns, retirement benefits for the
aged, and use of leisure time. Courses with a credit option are preferred and there is little interest
in degree programs. Small group activities with considerable student participation are preferred.
Specifying Program Objectives

Staff and community representatives formulate two dozen specific objectives from
information developed in the needs assessment. ''.:.veral such objectives are clustered under each

of the following six major objectives: (1) learning new hobbies, avocations, and recreational
pursuits, (2) learning new or missed educational skills; ',3) interacting with the younger
generation; (4) deriving satisfaction from the joy of learning; (5) combating loneliness and
alienation: and (6) feeling useful and relevant. To analyze program access, staff identifies nine
groups of community elderly: two living in two large retirement developments: one group in a
large mobile home park; and all others distributed throughout the urban area, categorized into six

relatively homogeneous subgroups according to housing, transportation problems; age, and
general socioeconomics, all highly correlated in each case.
Programming

Staff takes the needs assessment information, specified program objectives, and advice of
elderly representatives from the community to design the following four program alternatives:
a.

Instructional courses offered totally at night in otherwise unused classrooms on
campus located at the edge of the urban. area. Courses are taken from a variety of
disciplines, including some already in the catalog plus two dozen new courses
specifically designed for the aged. Counseling services are provided though limited.

b.

A less extensive program of courses covering mostly hobbies and recreational activities

all conducted in community facilities at about three dozen locations, including the
major elderly centers.
.c.

A few multi-discipline instructional courses on campus during the day along with
courses in some two dozen community facilities.

d.

Similar

to "c"

but with considerably more avocational offerings on campus,

off-campus offerings similar to "c," Ind an extensive recreation and community service

(11
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program conducted

the various centers for the elderly,

supplemented by

transportation, health, and employment information services.

While many more program variations could be designed, the number is held to four to
provide decision makers (in this case, the college board) with a simple but useful picture of the
issues involved in a wide range of alternative costs and outcomes.

Analysis and Decision

Analysis of the program alternatives results in the following:

Rankings of
Elderly Program Alternatives
Benefits

Costs

(objectives

(ratio of each

satisfied of the

to the least cost

(most preferred:

24 spetified)

alternative)

least preferred: 4)

A

19

1.00

16

1.20

13

1.25

21

1.60

Access

.

I

4

3

Alternative A is least expensive due to target class sizes conducted at virtually no facilities
expense. Night programs, need to proVide transportation, and lack of community coverage results

in As being the least accessible to potential participar,Ls, although a relatively high number of
program objectives might be satisfied for those who did manage to participate became.of broad

subject matter coverage. B is 20 per cent more expensive than A, but provides good access at
locations throughout the community. Staff and elderly representatives agree that B would vtrot
-satisfy

about one-third of the desired objectives, parlicularly improving intergenerational

communication and learning new educational skills. Alternative C is less desirable than B under
all three criteria.

The most desirable alternative (0) in terms of benefits and access is, as one might expect,

qe.
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the most costly. Faced with this dilemma, the board has staff develop a fifth program alternative

by modifying D to (I) reduce the number of daytime courses by combining several courses
resulting in larger class sizes, (2) add several niOt courses at the elderly centers, and (3) use
elderly volunteers as faculty and counselors off campus, reclassifying off-campus courses to be
noncredit or credit at the option of those attending. These measures reduce D's expected cost.to

just 1.30 (i.e., 30 per cent more than that of A). Expected benefits or outcomes from D are
increased slightly by the elderly participating as faculty in addition to being students and better
satisfying the objectives of combating loneliness and alienation and feeling useful and relevant.
The board feels the cost is now feasible and selects D, as modified, demonstrating a high regard

for access to programs and program outcomes. The least cost program alternative, A, while
attractive in subject content, is not undertaken because it is not sufficiently accessible to the
elderly

those it should serve.

White much of this exercise is qualitative and subjective, the process does clearly identify
the important issues which, in turn, leads the board to examine the cost-program trade-offs and

select a modified and much superior alternative. Further, staff and elderly representatives from

The community develop two dozen specified objectives, providing the basis for both planning
decisions and later evaluation of actual program results. This facilitates possible reformulation
and improvement of future programs for the aged.

Summary

This chapter suggests a way to treat college planning decisions in a dual context to combine

(1) academic and fiscal concerns with (2) college effectiveness and stuOent access. The vexing
problem of measuring college outcomes is solved by using program objectives specified during the
management by objectives exercise. Needs assessment, vital to community college responsiveness

to the educational needs and preferences of its community, is an integral part of the process.
Rankings of program alternatives, according to each of three criteria (benefits, costs, and access)

are suggested to meet the difficulties presented because college outcomes and the value of
student access can't be measured in dollars as are costs. These rankings provide an economical
and explicit means by which college managers may examine alternative investments and results to

identify the best feasible planning choice. This approach would be impossible or at best
extremely difficult without the tools of management by objectives.

9 e(

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY

The complex and conficting challenges presented by the demands of the public and their

elected representatives for more effective accountability, the increasing problem of scarce
resour es, and demands of faculty and students for increased participation in the management of
community colleges have all combined to make effective community college management more
necessary than ever before in the history of education. Among major problems to be solved in the
1970's are the problems created by student and public dissatisfaction with results of dollars spent
on education, the seeming confusion and ambiguity over college objectives. the frequent inability

of the colleges to articulate to the public both the reasons for needs and the outcomes for
increased investment in educational programs, and the problem of developing a more integrated
educational program while the forces of vested interests and competing demands interact within
the college, All of these problems make it essential to find more effective management techniques

to help clarify institutional purposes and to unify educational effort.
One technique which has been suggested by a number of authors to help meet some of these
management problems is management by objectives. Whether management by objectives will lead

to fundamental change or whether it will become another educational fad is currently a topic of
great debate. To some, management by objectives holds the promise of a planning tool that will
allow

for the measurement of the relative success of educational programs, for greater

organizational selfunderstanding and communication, for the uncovering of new needs, and for

more effective planning and assessment of innoviaive educational programs. To others,
management by objectives raises fears of an emphasis on the trivial, of a bureaucratic
paper-shuffling nightmare, or of system analysts choking all of the intellectual vigor and academic
freedom from the colleges.

It has been the purpose of this volume to review the process, progress. and problems of
management by objectives as a management technique. A primary thesis of the book is that
effective management can be improved by studying the discipline of management, including the
major functions of management, the human dimensions of management, and the modifications in
management practice imposed by the differing contexts where the management process occurs. A

second thesis in this volume is that the context of education is vastly different from the world of
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business where much theory and management practice has developed. While t he effective
educational manager should understand the discipline and theory of management for important
insights-into effective management practices, the application of management theory to the world
of education must be modified to fit time special world of ediwation.

The business management prat:flees used in private industry cannot be superimposed on an

academic community. The products of the two environments arc different. The product of the
education world is less tangible and more diverse, and not easily measured by the return on
investment. In business, there is great control over the production process, while in education the

raw materials coming to the institution possess a great diversity of student backgrounds, faculty

abilities, and community resources. In addition. the tradition of academic freedom and the

nature of education make any attempts at imposing uniformity undesirable. The nature of

authority also differs between the two contexts, with the business organization generally
governed by a bureaucratic hierarchy, and the educational organization geared more toward a

combination of the collegial and bureaucratic participative kinds of authority.

Finally, and most importantly, the two kinds of social institutions exist for different
purposes. Business exists to provide the material benefits desired by society. Higher education

exists to provide primarily the intellectual and cultural benefits desired by society

the heritage

of knowledge, values, and the creative and artistic expression conserved from the past .and
projected into the future. Because the goals of the two institutions are different and because the
financing is different, the methods of management must also reflect these differences.

Scientific Managetaint

The study of management is

a

fairly new discipline, and the study of educational

Management is a very new discipline. Despite resistance, management has to be a function at all

levels. The commonly identified functions of management including ld. nning, organizing,
communicating, motivating, and evaluating must be performed by iiil segments in community_
college education. Given the pressing problems of our times, it is imperative that the fundamental

functions of management be systematically incorporated into community college management
practices and not lett to chance or accident. The justification for press nting the management by

objectives theory as applied to community college education is only secondarily a justification
based on efficiency and managerial competence. 'the primary justification of management by
objectives in community colleges is an educational justification

educational prooranuninti: in its contribution to educational

l0

in

its contribution to

Mannino. coordination. and
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evaluation; and in its contribution to student learning. Unfortunately, there is often great
hostility and debate over management by objectives, a id much of the hostility and debate

appears to center around semantics. There appears to be great confusion over just what
management by objectives is and what it proposes to do,

Mann' ement by objectives is best defined operationally. It is a process which provides both

a- framework and

a

methodology for systematically performing the basic functions of

management. Management by objectives in an educational setting begins with the assessment of

the educational needs in the coin munit y. Based on these needs, a philosophy or mission
statement is developed, an inventory of resources is compiled, and a plan for implementing the
management program is drawn up. Clearly stated institutional objectives are then developed. For
each institutional objective, sets of program objectives are then developed which include support

functions and course objectives, Provision is made for periodic review throughout the year and

for systematic evaluation of the extent of achievement of objectives at the end of the year. A

final part of the management by objectives process involves feedback to the individuals and
program managers involved in

the

achievement of objectives, and systematic revision,

readjustment, and reassessment on a yearly basis. Two approaches to implementing management

by objectives currently being tested arc the measurable institutional objectives approach at Mt.
San Jacinto College and the participative approlich of the Coast Community College District.

The Measurable Institutional Objectives Approach to Management by Objectives

The measurable institutional objectives approach to inallagement by objectives. developed at

Mt. San Jacinto College, evolved over several years conculteet with the effort to develop
measurable objectives for courses and an individualized instiuctional system of won; media. flee

development of a management by objectives system at this small community college was
undertaken without special funding or additional staff.

From the first, Mt. San -Jacinto College rejected the concept of using the management
system as an evaluation device for mid-managemont or for instructor evaluation. This stance
against the use of management by objectives as an instructor M14136011 licVitV was responsible

more than any other single factor in first reducing faculty resistance to the system and in gaining
their cooperation and support.

The use of formal commit n.ty needs assessment questionnaires used so extensively in the

102-
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"participative management" model of management by objectives was also rejected by Mt. San
Jacinto College as being too time-consuming for the very limited and possibly dubious results
achieved. An informal process of community meetings augmented with records of the clad

nd

special services requeSted by students and community members was used in lieu of srain3 ity
needs assessment questionnaires.

One of the major stumbling blocks to utilizing a management by objectives system for
education has been to find an aPpropriate output measurement device for instruction. The staff

at Mt.. San Jacinto College believed that if college courses have measurable objectives for most of
what students learn, if grading criteria arc specific, and if both have been verified by outside

expe.rts, then "units completed" and "grade average" may provide the most useful output
measures fur instruction. Measurable objectives are sought for "most" of what the students learn.

However, some student (earnings are in the "currently unmeasurable" category. There are also

some institutional support program objectives which are currently unmeasurable because
effective measurement tools are not available. Admitting that there are course objectives which

are currently unmeasurable significantly reduced faculty concerns about working toward an
institutional Objective approach to management by objectives.

One objection raised by sonic faculty members to using "units earned" as an output
measure was that many students learned a great deal before they dropped out of class, but they

received no units and, therefore, the output report would not credit the class with any
educational product for those students. A method of issuing partial credit of one or two units for
a three-unit class was suggested and eventually approved. This method of partial credit has several

advantages to students and makes the output statistics more accurately reflect the actual learning

which takes place. Partial credit better served the needs of students because they could see
short-range objectives being accomplished more frequently and if, because of circumstances
beyond their control, students had to drop out of a class, they received credit on their transcript

for the units already accomplished. The partial credit provision also further emphasized the
important principle that students receive units and grades for achieving objectives and not for

"putting in time."
The Mt. San Jacinto staff also identified "lack of motivation" and "poor reading and writing
basic skills" as significant constraints to student achievement. As a result, the college devoted

time and resources to developing the "self-actualization by group process" (human potential
seminars) to help improve student motivations. Poor reading and writing constraints were dealt
with by expanding and revising the reading and writing laboratory, but this expansion is too new
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to be able to report the results of this constraint reduction effort.
The Educational Audit

In order to give greater credibility to the achievement report and to gain the advice of an
outsider, the college president recommended that an outside educational auditor be selected by

the trustees and that he be given a set of audit specifications to follow. He was employed to
sample the output statistics, to interview faculty and staff, and to make an oral audit report to
the trustees in a public meeting. Detailed written reports were also completed. These reports
verified the accuracy of grading plans, course objectives, and service function objectives and their

output measures. (The educational auditor was a university professor who has recently been a

community college president, and who had previously been a trained financial auditor.) His
suggestions for improving the management system, especially in making certain objectives more
accurately measurable, were very helpful for program improvement.

The measurable institutional objectives approach to management by objectives as applied so

far at Mt. San Jacinto College has served to help solidify staff development efforts. It has also
helped to make management decisions on alternative programs based on knowledge of constraints

encountered and a knowtedge of realistic costs related to output, and it has served as a unifying
forte for an innovative and effective student-centered educational program.
The Participative Approach to Management by Objectives
The Coast Community College District's efforts to implement management by objectives are

based on two pr'imary assumptions. First, that management by objectives is the best present-day
represzntation of scientific management. Secondly, that the genuine involvement of the people in

the educational community in the management process constitutes the best representation of the
human dimension of management,

The identification and selection of an individual to guide the implementation of the
program in the colleges was the first significant step in the, management by objectives process.

Important considerations in arriving at this decision included establishing the need for such a
position, identifying desirable characteristics and skills, examining methods for selection, and
determining the responsibilities and functions ...hich the coordinator would carry out,

o
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To get the project planning Leant off to a productive start, several steps were necessary: first,

cotential key members were identified; next, the possible contribution of each was analyzed
before selection; and, finally, strategies were developed for the initial meeting of the planning
team.

Most community college administrators will assert vigorously that their college or
multi campus district has its objectives already stated in the most recent accreditation report.
Unfortunately, regardless of how well-written Coast District's objectives were, they frequently
suffered from the lack of some significant element. ity contrast, when needs are assessed and

appropriately related objectives are developed, they can be utilized to examine the college's
existing program structure and its educational and cost effectiveness. Obviously, the present

program structure, whether it be organized by activities, divisions, departments, or degree
programs, could provide a basis for an analysis of costs. This, however, would suggest that all
programs addressed one or another of the district's needs and that all needs were addressed by

one or another of the district's programs. This is probably not the case. Therefore, a careall
comparison of educational needs and objectives and their priority ratings may offer valuable
information about the necessity to revise the existing program structure.

An important purpose for examining the program structure is that it provides the basis for

bringing together all of the elements needed for accountability. it will permit clarification of
objectives, demonstrating the costs of programs working toward attaining objectives and
evaluation data by program. Sub-programs or activities can also be analyzed or compared with
others in different areas. Each of these tasks can be accomplished by establishing a classification

scheme which groups the organization's activities according to the objectives that each activity
serves. Within the resulting framework, information can be assembled on resource requirements,
cost outputs, and benefits of all the activities carried on by the organization.

Each existing program. whether instructional or support, should contribute to one or more
of the overall institutional objectives that have been establisi!d. Each objective has one or more

performance indicators to aid iti measuring the degree to which it is being attained. Programs

contributing to these systemwide objectives will need to have their ow n program objectives
measured. These program support objectives should specify activities that will clearly help reach

the level of performance bhlicated for the various institutional objectives. Setting program
Objectives k the most direct answer to the key questions of accountability: "Where do we sv:int
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to go and how do we get there?" In order to make the establishment of program objectives
meaningful and to permit later program analysis, priorities must be set. Evaluation subsequently
enables those, in the program to see how well their objectives are attained and provides a basis for

the possible revision of priorities or the addition or deletion of certain program objectives.
Establishing program objectives, determining priorities, and evaluating how well objectives are

being achieved, will be the most significant activities toward making the Coast District more
accountable and, more importantly, more educationally effective.

This model of humanistic management being impieramted in the Coast Community College

District is not proposed as something in addition to what college staff are now doing. It

is

proposed as an alternative to present management practices and educational practices,Hurnanistic

management calls for a special type of leadership in the educational system. It requires leaders
who are effective human beings, who have a good grasp of science-based management, and who

are able to bring about genuine cooperation among all groups in the educational community. This
is a big order, but the importance of the educational enterprise demands it.

The Currently Unmeasurable Objectives Concept

As slated in Chapter ll, management by objectives is a topic of great controversy. One area
of great concern involves currently unmeasurable objectives. The use of currently immeasurable

objectives is the middle ground between those who propose that behavioral objectives can be
written for nearly everything that is taught and those who believe that for some subjects there is

so little of the important learning that can be measured that it is misleading to try and measure

any learnings. Simply stated, the "currently unmeasurable objectives" approach asks those
writing educational objectives

to Write' all other objectives with accompanying statements which

relate the experiences students have which, in the judgment of the instructor, v.101 lead the
student to achieve the unmeasurable objective. It is naturally hoped that as the instructor
acquires additional experience in student evaluation he will gain insight into ?tow ways to

measure student achievement and will convert some currently unmeasurable objectives
measurable ones. It is apparent that a vocational auto mechanics course will have more

measurable objectives than will an English course in Shakespeare. But the auto mechanics teacher

will probably have as one of his objectives the fact that graduates should display certain skills in

customer relations. The very nature of this objective makes it currently unmeasurable.
Conversely, the English teacher of Shakespeare will have objectives which must be measured if he

is to award grades and certify units earned. The necessity of listing the experience or activities

ok,
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which the student is provided in order to accomplish the unmeasurable objectives puts a
limitation to the unmeasurable objectives which can he claimed for a class or support programs.
The preparation of measurable and currently unmeasurable objectives serves as a compromise

which helps bring otherwise disbethving facu':y members into the process of writing course
objectives. This is critically important because there seems to be no way'to devise a complete
management by objectives system without having the output of courses measured against course
objectives.

Staff Evaluation

A second area of controversy concerns management by objectives as a faculty evaluation

tool. At first glance, it would appear that one of the most likely ways to evaluate individual
community college staff members and instructors would be through an appropriate management

by objectives system. The real crux of evaluation is to improve instructional output and,
therefore, it appears on the surface that the fair2st evaluation system would be one that weeds
out staff members with low output and rewards staff members based on their educational output

the number of objectives accomplished by students. In the case of mid-management in
community colleges, the dean, the vice president, or department heads, it also appears that they

should be evaluated on the basis of objectives for which these,mid-management people are
responsible.

There are several reasons why a manarrient by objectives system must not be used as the

faculty or administrator evaluation system. The first reason is that the mission of community
colleges is to assist all people over 18 years of age who can profit from instruction.The students

in a given class may all be marginally "able" to profit from instruction or they may all have a
high capacity to learn the subject: Of course, the most prevalent situation is the class with a

mixture of student abilities. If an instructor is going to be evaluated on the objectives
accomplished by students, then in all fairness the students should have a similar capacity to learn
and all must have a similar desire to learn. Since we have no known test instruments to make such

a selecCon of students, and most community colleges would reject such homogenous groupings if

test instruments were devised, we have to reject management by `objectives as a primary
evaluation tool.

11 instructors feel that the management system is not a method of evaluation of individuals
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but is a system to evaluate the progress that the whole institut,on is making t ward institutional

objectives, then they are more likely to participate effectively in objective setting and in
constraint identification and reduction. The management by objectives system will give some
indications about teachers who are teaching classes with low output, or deans whose program
objectives have unusually low output accomplishment. These clues can alert those who apply the

staff evaluation system to look for the reasons behind the unsatisfactory output data, but the fto
evaluation of individuals should be separate from, and totally independent of, the management
by objectives system.

Management by Objectives and Fiscal Planning

Management by objectives cannot be useful until the academic planning it encompasses is

integr-ted with fiscal planning. Too often, academic planning is canted on without regard to the

cost implications or °mating constraints. Many carefully developed academic plans are
frequently termed "wish lists" and discarded without appropriate examination of possible
alternatives and fiscal trade-offs. At another extreme, academic planners may limit their activities

unduly by imagining fiscal constraints which do not exist in fact, Symptomatic of this is
development of only those Ohs and approaches that are "fiscally realistic." Consettuently, the
full range of innovative approaches to community college education, constrained only by delivery

system technology, may never be completely developed. Another problem is that fiscal planning

is often conducted without regard to fix s otle t ies involved in academic planning. An extensive

exercise in setting and developing objectives is wasted if, due to fiscal constraints or efforts at

"cost minimization," plans, are rejected without further analysis. More useful planning results
when costs arid benefits of only partially attaining goats and objectives are examined. In this way,

the trade-offs between results and dollars among policy alternatives are copveyed explicitly to
policy makers.

Effotts at improving the art of managing higher education do not appear to have yet
integrated fiscal and academic planning explicitly. The many planning and management tools
developed by the National Center for Higher Education Management Systems, for example, have

been dirr :ted largely at analyzing utilization and cost of college resources. Only recently has the

Center begun to specifically explore the difficult area of outcomes. No Center tools have yet
been developed for simultaneous analysis of outcomes or benefits and the costs of alternative
college operation& More generally, many efforts at implementing planning, programming, and

c16
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btidgeting systems ire higher educatioh hive not been successful because they fail to provide for

an integrated treatment of costs and benefits. in traditional fashion, efforts are directed to the
less difficult, though still staff-consuming, tusk of identifying program costs.

Integrating academic and fiscal planning seems to require an upproach that ceonomically
provides for the major planning decisions faced by community college managers. To be useful,
the approach Must somehow overcome the -output measurement problem, provide for inclusion

of concerns about student access, and recognize the need for-simple, explicit presentationkto

Managers who have limited time and information at their disposal. To do this, we suggest a
.:,'ranking model -whkhineorr orates several tools basic to management by objectives efforts. This
rmodel -employs. a modification to traditional cost-benefit analyses predicated on ranking

alternatives according to three criteria identified as essential to community- college deeiSion
making:

(1) -benefits or outcomes (sometimes termed program quality),

(2)

costs, arid

(3)

access.

Correct

planning solutions

are

possible

only

if

all

three criteria are considered

simultaneously. It one alternative is preferred to others according to both benefit and cost
criteria and satisfies the .access criterion as welt, the decision is clear, Unfortunately, the three
criteria are not always compatible. For example, it may be that increases in college effectiveness
(benefits compared to costs) may be obtained only at the expense of decreasing access., or vice

versa. Ideally, most: decisions would be constructed so that decision makers are not forced to
subjectively weigh the access criterion against the effectiveness criteria.

As another example, suppose costs and funding are fixed beforehand. It is possible then that

improvements in student access can be obtained only at the reduction of benefits or oLtcornes
ocr student served. Hopefully, alternatives may be constructed so that decision makers are not

forced to make such trade-offs. If such choices are necessary, however, they should be made
evplirlt rather than implicit as is so often the case in, existing planning efforts.

If costs are specified, the effort is to satisfy as many of the objectives for benefits and access
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as possit!. Given specific and fixed program objectives for benefits and access, managers will

likely select the least cost means of meeting those objectives. Frequently, :iowever, planning

decisions do not have specific cost constraints and a useful decision model should handle
problems in t hich values of all thret criteria may he varied.

The technique suggested for tying academic and fiscal planning treats college planning
decisions in a dual context that combines f l f academic and fiscal concerns on the one hand, and
(2) college effectiveness and student access on the other. The nearly insurmountable problem of

measuring college outcomes is solved by using program objectives specified during the
management by objectives process. Needs assessment, vital to tl c c immunity college requirement

for knowing the educational needs and preferences of its community, is an integral part of the

process. Ordered rankings of program alternatives according to each of the three criteria;
benefits, costs, and access, are suggested to meet the problems presented by the fact that eolicge

Outcomes, and the value of student access cannot he measured in dollars as are costs. These
rankings of program alternatives provide an economical, understandable, and explicit means by
which,eollege managers may examine alternative investments and results and arrive at the best

feasible planning choice. Such an approach would be impossible or at best, extremely difficult
Without the tools of management by objectives.

Management by Objectives-Fad or Fundamental Change?

Whether management by objectives will lead to fundamental changes in education, or
whether it will become another educational fad that quickly passes remains to be tested in the

colleges. One thing is certain

both the demands for increased participation of faculty and

stndents in the educational process, and the demands V the public for increased accountability,
efficiency, and effectiveness, must he satisfied.

The use of management by objectives to try to reconcile conflicting demands has bath
proponents and critics. Among criticisms of management by objectives arc fears that courses will

begin to emphasize the trivial, the mechanistic, and the easily quantifiable, that management by

objectives will create a rigid reporting system and stifle innovation and experimentation in the
colleges; that lack of staff training to participate in management by objectives will bog down the

program at the very beginning, that an atmosphere of hostility and insecurity will be created
because- of pressures caused by management by objectives, and that individual resistance to
change will prevent the management program from ever becoming effective.
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Proponents of management by objectives counter these arguments with claims that
management by objectives provides the most effective planning mechanism available, that
management by objectives establishes a systematic and effective accountability process, that

management by objectives can be a technique for improving morale by increasing the
communication among all levels in the institution, that management by objectives i.. a mechanism

to develop a more integrated educational context, and that management by objectives makes
significant contributions to all of those who participate in community college education, For
trustees, management by objectives provides a mechanism that allows them to develop and guid
the mission of the college in terms of specific outcomes in being accountable for the public trust.

For administrators, management by objectives offers a technique that scientifically and
systematically insures that the major functions of management take place on the college campus.

For the faculty, management by objectives provides a tool for more comprehensive planning of

educational expcOences and for more effective educational evaluation. In addition, areas of
unnecessary duplication, new needs, and old irrelevant programs can be considered and evaluated

more effectively than ever before. Students also benefit by knowing in advance what the
instructor considers important, what the college as a whole proposes to. offer them, and what
each of the divisions has as objectives for their educational development. Curriculum planning

can be facilitated and the adversary nature of much education might be overcome since the
emphasis could shift from the hidden and the unknown to specific achievement of objectives.

Finally, the public will be better informed about the mission of the college, about the
justification for costs, and about the kinds of objectives that were achieved, Hopefully, the
debate over management by objectives will be tested and resolved on a voluntary basis, in the
colleges

allowing for the special context of education and academic freedom

rather than

through mandated state programs based on inappropriate business management models, or the
educational concepts of efficiency experts.
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